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4INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Aurelius Augustinus, more familiarly known
in history as Saint Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, por-
trays in his life the struggle between early Christ-
ianity and the pagan culture of Greece and Rome,
Historically, he stands at the transition point bet-'^
ween the ancient period and the modern period, gather-
ing up in his own personality and his experience, the
vital elements of his ovm age, the fourth century, and
projecting his life out across the future Christian
centuries. To use one of his own expressions, he
was a reservoir. Antiquity flowed into it and the
next thousand years of the Western Church largely
flowed out of it. As Bertrand says, "The Western
soul is marked with the stamp of his soul."-'- It is
because of this projection of his life and thought, of
his influence on the subsequent history of the Western
Church, that we, being descendants of that Western
Christianity, are interested in the educational back-
ground of Augustine.
As we follov/ the wandering life of Augustine,
the student and the teacher, from Thagaste to Madaura,
from Madaura to Carthage, from Carthage to Rome and Milan
v/e seek to discover the educational influences which
1 - Bertrand, Louis, Saint Augustin
,
p. 4,

helped to mold the man who had the courage to choose.
and having once chosen, proclaim the Christian gospel
gloriously to the end.
The historians who have critically appraised
his life and work, join unanimously in judging him as
one of the most potent factors in the development of
Western Christianity,
Philip Schaff says of him,
"He was the intellectual head of the North
African and the entire Western Church of
his time. In him was concentrated the
whole polem.ic power of the Catholicism of
the time against heresy and schism, and in
him it won the victory over them. "2
Louis Duchesne estimates his importance in
this passage.
"He stands upon an eminence entirely by
himself. From his far-off African home
his influence extended over the ?/hole of
Christendom. He was the teacher of the
whole of the Middle Ages. In our own
day .... he remains the great authority
in theology"
Dr. Harnack dwells at length on the heritage
that the Christian Church derives from Augustine.
"Between St. Paul the Apostle and Luther the
Reformer, the Christian Church has possessed
no one who could m.easure himself with Augus-
tine; and in comprehensive influence, no
other is to be compared v/i-ch him. We are
right both in the Middle Ages and today,
to mark a distinction between the spirit
of the East and that of the west; and we
are right to observe in the latter a life
2 - Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church
,
Vol. Ill, p. 994.
3 - Duchesne, jjouis. The Early History of the Christian
Church, Vol. Ill, p. vi.
r
and motion, the straining of mighty forces,
high problems, and great aims. But, if
so, the Church of the West at least owes
this peculiarity of hers in no small meas-
ure to one man, Augustine. Along with
the Church he served, he has moved through
the centuries. We find him in the great
medieval theologians, including the great-
est, Thomas Aquinas, His spirit sways
the pietists and mystics of those ages:
St. Bernard no less than Thomas a Kempis.
It is he that inspires the ecclesiastical
reformers - those of the Karling epoch as
much as a Wyclif, a Hus, a Wesel and a Wessel:
while, on the other hand, it is the same man
that gives to the ambitious Popes the ideal
of a theocratic state to be realized on earth.
Upon Augustine, Petrarch and the great masters
of the Renaissance formed themselves; and with-
out him Luther is not to be understood. Augus-
tine, the founder of Roman Catholicism, is at
the same time the only Father of the Church
from T/hom Luther received any effective
teaching, or whom the humanists honored as
a hero. The religious language we speak,
so familiar to us from, songs, prayers, and
books of devotion, bears the stamp of his
mind. We speak without knov/ing it, in his
words; and it was he who first taught the
deepest emotions hovr to find expression, and.
lent words to the eloquence of the heart.
The language of simple piety and of power-
ful Christian pathos; and further, that of
our psychologists and pedagogues is still
under his influence.
We find, in his delineation of the essence
of religion and of the deepest problem.s of
morality such striking depth and truth of
observation, that we must still honor him
as our master, and that his memory is still
able in some measure, even today, to unite
Protestant and Catholic.
Dr. Walker comments on Augustine in the same
Vein. He says.
4 - Harnack, Adolf, Monasticism and the Confessions
of St. Augrustine
, pp. 123-126.

"In Augustine the ancient church reached
its highest religious attainment since
apostolic times. Though his influence
in the East vias to be relatively slight,
owing to the nature of the questions with
which he was primarily concerned, all west-
ern Christianity was to become his debtor,
auch superiority as Western religious life
came to possess over that of the East, was
primarily his bequest to it. He was to
be the father of much that v/aa most char-
acteristic in medieval Roman Catholicism.
He was to be the spiritual ancestor, no
less, of much in the Reformation. His
theology, buttressed by the Scriptures,
philosophy, and ecclesiastical tradition,
was so largely rooted in his ovm experi-
ence as to render his story more than usu-
ally the interpretation of the man, "5
Dr. Moeller says of him,
"Augustine introduces a new epoch for the
Latin Church, in which a new conception
of Christianity emerges and gives to
Western ecclesiastical development most
powerful impulses which affect the whole
Middle Age, and which also continue in
the age of the Reformation, and indeed,
in one direction are only then fully re-
cognized . "6
Dr. Sheldon appraises him as
"belonging to that class of m.en v^hom the
march of centuries and of civilizations
never leaves behind. Probably among all
who have followed the apostles, no one has
exerted a wider influence. The scholas-
tics of the Middle Ages paid homage to
him as the great theological master. The
foremost leaders of the Protestant Refor-
mation drev; from his writings as from no
other ancient treasury, the Scriptures
alone excepted. "'^
5 - Walker, Willfeton, A History of the Christian Church
,
D. 175.
6 - Moeller, Wilhelm, History of the Christian Church
,
Vol. I, p. 435.
7 - Sheldon, Henry C, History of the Christian Church
,
Vol. I, p. 547.

6 .
Secular historians as well as ch-urch historians
acknowledge Augustine's great influence, Cubberley says
of him,
"The greatest organizing genius of the Vi/est-
ern Church v/as St. Augustine, He gave to
the Western or Latin Church, then beginning
to take on its separate existence, the body
of doctrine needed to enable it to put into
shape the things for which it stood, "8
The evaluation of Augustine's place and in-
fluence in the Christian Church by these and other
historical authorities, supports our contention that
as Christians we should be interested in the educational
forces that helped to develop him. We would seek to
discover, wherever possible the content of what he had
to learn, the atmosphere of the schools in which he was
placed and the personality of the teachers who taught
him. Then we must consider his reactions to these
different factors.
Our main source of information is his omi
work, "The Confessions of St. Augustine", which, accord-
ing to Dr. Cell, is one of the six really great autobio-
graphies in literature. In reading it, we must take
into consideration the fact that it was v/ritten about
the year 397, years after most of the events that he
portrays had happened. With the sensitive conscience
that he developed after his conversion, one can readily
8 - Cubberley, Ellwood P., The History of Education
,
p. 96,
#
see how natural it was for him to deal unsparingly with
himself, frequently giving moral significance to trif-
les that very probably had none at the time that they
happened. It was v/ritten in the hope that by con-
fessing his own sins and faults and praising L-od for
His goodness and care, he might aid others who were
in the same position that he had. been. Looking back
on his* infancy and boyhood through the eyes of a bishop,
he probably exaggerates his sinfulness. We must, there
fore, make allowance for the religious interest in the
"Confessions" as we look for the facts of life in its
pages
.
The educational and. church histories provide
other sources of information. They supplement the
material found in the"Gonfessions . " In most instances
we find it necessary to reconstruct the educational
background of Augustine according to the inform.ation
that we have concerning the schools and methods of
the fourth century.
There have been many lives of Augustine com-
piled, but unfortunately, for one who is not a linguist,
many of them, have not been translated from the French
or German in which they were originally written. Louis
Bertrand's "St. Augustin" is one of the few that has
been translated and it presents a delightfully written
account of his life.
c
With these sources before us, v/e will attempt
to bring to you a picture of Augustine, the young stud-
ent, and hope that v/e may kindle for the reader the
same enthusiasm that we have for a study of the fas-
cinating career of Aurelius Augustinus, Bishop of
Hippo
.
f
CHAPTER I .
AUGUSTINE'S BACKGROUND
#
CHAPTER I .
AUGUSTINE'S BACKGROUND
A. THE ROMAN miPIRE
In order to appreciate Augustine's educational
background, we must familiarize ourselves with a brief
summary of the conditions in the world of his time.
The Roman Empire v/ith its far-flung frontiers, embrac-
ing southern and western E\irope, western Asia, and
northern Africa; its genius for colonial government,
its practical control of the civilized world, in spite
of corruption and moral decay, forms part of any true
understanding of life in the fourth century. Every-
where the Roman governor and the Roman army gave evi-
dence of the power of Rome. In spite of the despotic
emperors that sometimes occupied the throne, the Empire
remained massive and strong. When emperors of char-
acter and genius for administration were at the head
of the government, the power and prestige of Rome v/as
increased. One of the narvels of history is this
story of a great empire welded together out of people
of different race, clim.ate, language and civilization.
This genius for organization resulted in a
certain sort of unity in the life of the world, Roman
law gave new stability to all institutions; Roman con-
f
trol made travel safer and protected commerce; Roman
roads connected all parts of the Empire; and teachers
sent out by Rome disseminated common customs and ideas
Thus the world became smaller and less provincial.
Along v/ith this Roman government v/ent Greek
culture, and the Greek language became almost as cos-
mopolitan as the Roman pov/er. Rome was the political
ruler of the v/orld, Greece the intellectual. These
were apparently enduring facts at the beginning of the
fourth century, and to have disputed them would have
been to court ruin. Yet Augustine, during his life,
was to witness the gradual decay of that great Empire.
Rome vras found to have weaknesses as v/ell as strength.
There were frequent civil wars to disturb
the peace, particularly at the time that a new emperor
was being choson. The emperor had to depend upon the
army for support. This led to excessive taxation
which paid for these elections and for the luxury of
the court and the gladiatorial shov/s and circuses
which the em.perors provided for the people. Such
taxation became oppressive for the ordinary class of
citizens, many of whom, in order to escape the burden
of heavy taxes, joined the army, or became serfs of
some great estate, or entered the monasteries or
clerical positions in the church. Through bribery
and favoritism, men were raised to the senatorial rank
t
12.
They had no political duties or functions, but they
were exempt from taxation and were granted many privi-
leges. They cared and did nothing for the more unfor-
tunate classes. Slavery, which Increased with each
new conquest of the army, added new social problems
for the government to solve. Most of the la.nd was
held by the wealthy class who employed armies of slaves
to manage their estates. This brought labor into dis-
repute, the freemen refusing to work with their hands
or even carry on retail business, because they associ-
ated that with slaves. War, plague, and the evil re-
sults of slavery hastened the depopulation of the Em-
pire, and in order to counteract this, barbarians were
invited to settle within the Empire as coloni. Y/ith
this decline in the strength and prosperity of the Em-
pire, its art and literature degenerated and the famous
writers of earlier days lost their popularity. This
decline came gradually. There was no sudden disappear-
ance of Roman civilization, but the factors above men-
tioned, slowly but surely played their part in the ulti-
mate downfall of Rome.
As Professor Dill suggests, the Roman Empire
fell in the West beneath the pressure of assailants more
unconscious of their strength than malignant in inten-
tion, the victim of its own internal weakness rather
than of the blows v/hich it received.
i
13.
This condition of affairs within the Empire
naturally had its effect upon the educational system
and upon the environment in which Augustine found
himself. We may more clearly understand and appreci-
ate Augustine, when we can picture this background.

B. THE CHRISTIAN CtlURCH
We must also hastily survey the "status
quo" of the Christian Church at this period. It had
three centuries of history "behind it. From the earli-
est beginnings, it had shov/n unusual powers of propa-
gation. Nero aided its growth by bringing the atten-
tion of the world to Christianity when he, intent upon
diverting suspicion from himself, claimed that the
Christians were the incendiaries in the burning of
Rome
.
An approximately correct idea of the exten-
sion of the church hy the middle of the third century
may be gained from a ccounts of the organization of the
largest church, that of Rome, and from the references
to the size of the provincial synods and the numerous
organized churches. Prcm Eusebius, in an epistle
from Cornelius (bishop of Rome, 251-253) to Fabium,
we find that in the Roman Church there were
"forty-six presbyters, seven deacons, seven
subdeacons, forty-two acolytes, fifty-two
exorcists, readers, and janitors, and over
fifteen hundred widows and persons in" dis-
tress , "9
In the letters of Cyprian v/e have references to the
number of councils held in North Africa.
9 - Ayer, J.C., A Source Book for Ancient Church
History
,
p. 157.
c
"That held under Agrippinus, between 218
and 222 was the first known in that part
of the church. Under Cyprian, a council
was held at Carthage in 258 at which no
:j.ess than seventy 'bishops"10
were present. Letters written to churches in Spain,
Prance, the other better known parts of Europe, North
Africa and v/estern Asia give us an idea of the expan-
sion of Christianity. Though Christianity had thus
spread, v;e must not lose sight of the fact that com-
pared with the pagan population, the Christian popula-
tion was almost negligible. In time it acted as the
yeast, leavening the v^hole, but at this date, its in-
fluence v/as still very small.
The Church had passed through intermittent
periods of severe persecution under Nero, Domitian,
Tra.1s_n, Hadrian, Septimus Severus, Decius, Valerian,
and Diocletian, It was finally tolerated by the
government, and under the reign of Constantine, it
enjoyed favors similar to those granted to the heathen
religions. Constantine professed the Christian relig
ion himself, but he did not abolish nor disestablish
the former State religion. His successors forbade
the worship of the pagan gods and issued lav/s v/hich
gave privileges to the Christian clergy. Constantine
himself wrote.
10 - Ayer, J.C., A Source Book for Ancient Church His
tory
, p. 157.
r(
"Since it is ouv pleasure that something
should be granted in all the provinces,
namely, Africa and Kumidia and Mauritan-
ia, to certain ministers of the legiti-
mate and most holy Catholic religion, to
defray their expenses, I have given v/ritten
Instructions to Ursus, the illustrious fi-
nance minister of Africa, and have direc-
ted him to make provision to pay to thy
firmness three thousand folles.
H
The clergy were also exempt from public obligations and
duties
,
"In spite of the laws forbidding heathen
worship, the pagan tone and spirit were
evident in Roman society long after the
external rites had been suppressed. It
lingered longer in the West than in the
East, not merely among the peasantry,
but among the higher classes. This was
partly due to the conservatism of the
aristocratic classes and the superior
form in which the religious philosophy
of Neo-Platonism had been oresented. to
the West. "12
The government was tolerant, so especially in the pro-
vinces, pagan feast days and festivals were openly cele-
brated and sacrificial offerings with their attendant
immoralities were presented at the heathen temples.
The Church had a serious problem in dealing
with the heathen converts that they were adding to
their number. Many of them came without adequate
preparation and with little real change of religious
feeling. They brought part of their heathenism with
them, and the Church had to struggle v/ith it, either cast-
ing it out in v;hole or part, or rendering it as innocuous
11 - Ayer, J.C., op. cit
., pp. 281-2.
12 - Ibirl, p. 430.
rt
as possible,
iTie second century had been a literary age
in which the Church had defended itself against the
attacks of paganism. rhen there followed periods of
internal struggle. They had attempted to systematize
their theology, to formulate creeds, and to canonize
the scriptures. Within their cvoi confines, there had
been a battle royal over the various forms of Gnosticism,
followed by one over the question of the deity of Jesus.
In the fourth century there were still many
heretical sects, and they received no privileges from
the government. In North Africa, where Augustine lived,
the persecution of Diocletian had led to a schism. The
schismatics were called Donatists after their leader,
Donatus the Great. They remained a strong party until
the Moharmnedan conauest. The persecution of Christians
by Christians in the various schisms that occurred,
weakened the cause of Christianity among outsiders.
In spite of its many weaknesses, the Christian
Church gained strength and this period is one in which
the relation of Church and State was gradually changing
from one of state Domination to one of Church domination.
The removal of the cs^pital from Rome to Constantinople
was a forerunner of the division of the Empire and the
Church. It ests-blished the capital in a city in v/hich
heathen influences were few and in the most strongly
c(
Christianized part of the world. It left the bishop
of Home the most conspicuous man in the old capital,
and this paved the vmy for the future supremacy of
the bishop of Rome over the other bishops of the West.
Thus we see that the Christian Gl'^urch, dur-
ing Augustine's life time, though small, was a fairly
well organized body, which had withstood the attacks
and persecutions of paganism and survived the internal
struggles called forth by Gnosticism, Monarchianism
and the like, and v/as now ready to assume greater re-
sponsibilities.
c
C. THE GEOGRAPHIC ENVIROMENT
Aureliu.s Augustinus was born in Thagaste, in
the province of Constantine in southern Numidia on
November 14, 354 A.D. A glance at a relief map of
Africa shows us that this little town, now Souk-Arras
in Algeria, is situated, upon a great promentory on the
northv/est coast, which in the fourth century was domin-
ated by the historic Carthage. That territory is iso-
lated from the rest of the? continent by a range of
mountains. During Augustine's time, it was one of
the most important dioceses of the Western Empire,
It was guarded by a long chain of forts and signal
tov/ers manned by the Roman soldiers.
Thagaste was located on the first of a series
of plateaus or terraces that reached from the mountains
to the sea. It had a moderate climate, and was made
fertile by abundant streams. It was a small and un-
important "municipium" . Bertrand describes it as "a
laughing place full of greenery and running water." He
speaks of the stretches of vroodland and the game which
abounded in them, of the rounded hills, the streams, and
not far off the sparse vegetation of the desert and the
mountains, all softened by the light of the African sun.
The whole of Nuinidia is full of geographical
contrasts and perhaps as Bertrand suggest, Augustine may
r
have owed to it in some measure the contrasts and many-
sidedness of his own temperament. We have evidence of
his keen power of observation throughout his writings,
and it is not unreasonable to believe that the natural
setting in which he found himself influenced to some
degree his character and his thinking.
His birthplace was a free-town, a Roman tovm
at the junction of many roads. As a boy he would have
had the opportunity of seeing caravans and the strange
things that they brought from far-off places, the
equipages of the governor and officials of the pro-
vince, and the soldiers and outriders who carried the
Imperial Mail.
Thagaste was probably a market for timber and
the bartering of foodstuffs, cattle, Numidian wines,
leather, and dates. The marbles of aimitthu and the
citron-wood from vrhich valuable tables vj-ere made, v/ere
probably sold there.
"Thus images of plenty and joy surrounded the
cradle of Augustin. The smile of Latin beauty wel-
comes him also from his earliest steps. "^'^ Archeology
has given us evidence that Thagaste was not what is
called a fine city, but it had enough of beauty to stir
the imagination of a child like Augustine. It at least
13- Bertrand, Louis, at. Aug-ustin
,
p. 16.
cc
had public baths with colonnades, paved with mosaics
and perhaps ornamented with statues where Au^oistine
used to bathe vrith his father. It probably had a
theatre, a forum, nymph fountains and perhaps an amphi-
theatre as other towns of its size. Inscribed stone
tablets, capitals and shafts of columns and a stone
with an inscription which belonged to a Catholic Church
have been unearthed, so we knoY/ that "there were columns
at Thagaste
.
"-'•'^ They may have caught Augustine's fancy
and his love of beauty and led him unconsciously on and
upward as they did Earl Marlatt's in these lines,
"A laughing boy,
He loved columns.
Because they tov/ered slnz-v/ard.
A passionate youth.
He loved beauty
And lost his way in the clouds.
A learned man.
He found his sky again
And, higher than the mists of midnight.
Built the City of God
With towers that touched the stars. "15
14 - Bertrand, Louis, 3t. Augustin
, p. 16.
15 - Marlatt, hjarl B., Protestant Saints
, p. 3
((
D. HOME ENVIROmiENT
Thagaste was allowed to regulate her own
local life as long as she paid her taxes into the
imperial treasury regularly and sent her corn ships
to Ostia at the appointed time. Her local government
was run by the curiales or decuriones who usually in-
herited their office from their fathers.
Patricius, Augustine's father, vms one of
these curiales, so we may judge that he was a Romanized
African of the upper middle class, comfortably situated
and respected by his fellow townsmen, Augustine says
that his father was poor, but we have no evidence that
he ever knew real want. m order to be electe^i to the
curia, it was necessary to ovm at least twenty-five
acres of land. He evidently had vineyards and orchard
for AUgustine recalls in his Confessions the plentiful
fruits on his father's lands. We know also that Augus
tine and his brother and sister had a pedagogue as did
the other children of families that v/ere comfortably
situated in that day. It seems probable that though
Patricius may have been the victim of the rigid fiscal
policy of Rome under which the curiales, who were re-
sponsible for the collection of the taxes, were obliged
to supply any deficiencies in the revenue out of their
c
ovm resources, he lived in comfort upon the income of
his small holdings.
Me, like other Africans, was easily satisfied
Me probably enjoyed hunting and riding, joining friends
at the market-place, the gaming tables and the baths,
looking after his slaves and lands, and occasionally
driving a good bargain. Augustine mentioned being at
the baths with his father, but aside from, that, we have
little evidence in the casual and infrequent references
that he makes to Patricius, that they were on very
friendly terms.
His father was a pagan the greater part of
his life, though his vrife was able to persuade him to
become at least a nominal Christian in his later life.
Me had the violent temper and swift passions that
throw men into rages. Me was not always faithful to
his wife, having no principles to deter him from a
disregard of his marrn age vows. In those days, it
was a more pardonable sin than now. I'he African
nature, according to Bertrand, inclined naturally to-
ward polygamy, and in Carthage as elsewhere, society
looked indulgently upon the philandering husband,
thotigh they were not as lenient with the wife who did
the same thing. When Augustine became a bishop, he
frequently rebuked even the Christian married couples
for their adulteries, so it was evidently common.
t
Patricius was a pagan from habit more than
conviction. Though paganism was in an awkward posi-
tion at this time, due to the decrees against pagan
worship, punishment for the abuse of them was often
disregarded in the far-off provinces. The aristocracy
of Africa continued to offer sacrifices and hold pagan
feasts and festivals on their own estates, and in order
to stand well with these influential people, Patricius
remained a pagan.
Then too, the Donatist schism, though appar-
ently settled on the surface, still seethed in the
hearts of many. Christianity in Thagaste no doubt
reflected this quarrel. Bertrand says,
"To those who urged him to be baptized,
the father of Augustine might well ans-
wer v/ith ironic politeness: 'I am only
waiting until you agree among yourselves,
to see where the truth lies.' In his
heart this lukewarm pagan had no inveter-
ate dislike of Christianity . "16
Augustine's mother, Monnica, has been
sainted by the Catholic Church and is usually por-
trayed as an exemplary Christian mother. Without
attempting to glorify her, we find much to her credit
in Augustine's acknowledgment of his great debt to her
Christian teaching, her prayers, and her love. In his
"Confessions" he says.
16 - Bertrand, Louis - St. August in
, p. 22.
ct
*
"And then by little and little, I recovered
my former thoughts of Thy handmaid, her
holy conversation tov/ard Thee, her holy
tenderness and observance toward us ....
and I gave v/ay to tears . , , for the mother
who had for many years wept for me, that
I might live in Thine eyes.''^"^
It is probable that Monnica advanced in her
spiritual life as she grew older. She was a young
woman during Augustine's boyhood, being only twenty-
two at his birth. She seems to portray a higher
type of Christian living and a deeper spirituality in
her later years. She becomes the unitary principle
of his life.
She had a Christian heritage, both parents
having belonged to families that had been Catholic
Christians for many generations. They had not been
won over by the Donatists, The whole household was
Christian, and Monnica owes much to the training of an
old servant-woman who acted as her nurse. This nurse
tried to save the children from the evil habit of
drinking. She forbade their drinking even v/ater except
at meal time.
Monnica loved to tell stories of her girlhood
to Augustine, and v/e have the story from her that be-
cause she was a well-behaved and temperate child, she
used to be sent to the cellar to bring up the wine.
17 - Augustine, Confessions
,
Book I- ix, 35.

Because it was prohibited and because she yiranted to play
a trick on her parents, she used to sip a little of the
wine, before she brought it up. She grew to like it
and drank more and more as she grew older. One day
she was accompanied by a servant girl, and while in
the cellar they quarrelled and the girl called her a
"winebibber" . The taunt so shamed her that she gave
up the habit. She probably told this story to Augus-
tine for a reason, knowing that he too would be tempted
to drink, and with his more passionate nature, liable
to more serious consenuences
.
After her marriage she was strict in her ob-
servances of Christian practices. She went out alone
or v/ith a servant to the services of the Church,
visited the sick and the poor, went regularly to the
graves of the martyrs and ate with her companions in
honor of the dead. She kept fast days and Lent.
These practices were the cause of some trouble between
Monnica and Patricius, but with her tact and submission
she was able to manage him better than most of her
neighbors were able to manage their pagan husbands.
In their home, as in most Romanized families,
Patricius v/as the head. Monnica recognized him as
such, and was submissive to him. She well illustrated
that phrase of Bushnell's, "The efficiency of the pas-
sive virtues." As she \Yent quietly about the tasks
c
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of the home and the education of her children, seeking
to offset the active influences of their pagan father
and a vicious environment.
There were three children in the family,
Navigius, Aurelius, and a daughter whose name has been
lost to us. (There seems to be some question as to
whether the name Aurelius was given to Augustine by
his parents at his birth, or whether it was conferred
upon him later. Schaff says that it was used by
Orosius who dedicated one of his books to Augustine
and called him Aurelius, Augustine himself never uses
the name.) We hear little of this brother and sister.
Navigius is named as one of Augustine's companions at
Cassiciacum and we are told that his sister later be-
came an abbess. They were so far o'er shadowed by
their illustrious brother, that they have become merely
names to us. Augustine v/as always the favorite child of
both of his parents. He writes of his mother,
"She loved my being with her, as mothers do,
but much more than man*; " and again with
equal poignancy: "My mother followed me
over sea and land in all perils confiding
in Thee. "18
Augustine inherited traits of character from
and was influenced by both parents. As Professor
Booth says, "He outpaganed Patricius in his youth, and
18 - Marlatt, Earl B., Protestant Saints
, p. 26.
c
out-Christianed Monnica in his later days."!^ During
his very early years, his thinking v:as Christian. He
was with his mother a great deal of the time, and she
naturally had more influence than his father, who saw
much less of him.
"It was her earnest desire", Augustine
wrote, "that Tbou, my God, rather than
he shouldest be my father and in this Thou
did'st aid her to prevail over her husband. "20
Later of course he wanted to imitate his father, and he
was successful at copying his vices as his virtues.
His mother had him enrolled as a catechumen
of the Christian Church, having him "sealed with the
mark of His cross and salted with his salt."^! This
was a ceremony that took the place of baptism which
at that time was frequently deferred until later life.
It was felt that the sins committed after baptism were
much more grievous than those committed before, so it
was deemed wise to postpone baptism until after the
v;ild oats which they thought every young man must sow,
were sown, Augustine relates the incident of his de-
sire for baptism when he Y/as very ill.
"Thou sawest. Lord, hov/ while yet a boy,
being seized on a time with sudden oppres-
sion of the stomach, and like near to death
. . . .with v/hat eagerness and with what faith
I sought, from the pious care of my mother
and Thy Church, the mother of us all, the
baptism of Thy Christ. "22
19 - Booth, Edwin P., Class Notes in The History of Re -
ligious Education , 1929.
20 - Confessions, Book I - XI, 17.
21 - Ibid.
22 - Ibid.

His quick recovery is responsible for his not being
baptized, Monnica thinking it better to wait av/hile.
Augustine says,
"I then already believed; and my mother,
and the whole household, except my father:
yet did not he prevail over the power of
my mother's piety in me, that as he did
not yet believe, so neither should I. "23
His mother had a decided influence throughout
his Christian life, though Augustine seems to heed very
little her teachings during his school days.
"Monnica knew that she represented a cer-
tain idealism in Augustine's life. She
follov/ed him not only because she loved
him, but because she loved 'his being
with her'. There was alv/ays the hope
that her weak humanity, supplemented by
something stronger, might make the vain
rhetorician a humble Christian. Her in-
tuition proved more valid than his reason;
for at Milan her piety attracted Augustine
to Ambrose and Ambrose to Augustine. The
association induced that restlessness of
spirit which knew no comfort 'until it
found rest in God '."24
In studying Augustine's school life, we will
see hov; educational factors fostered this struggle bet-
v;een the elements of paganism and Christianity. Con-
sidering the background that he had and the education
that he received, it is not unnatural that Augustine's
life proved to be a battle ground upon which through
God's grace and his own will, Christianity finally won.
23 - Confessions, Book I - XI, 17.
24 - Marlatt, iiarl B., Protestant Saints
, pp. 26-27.
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A. THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1 . Origin
The first school that Augustine attended was
the primary or elementary school called the ludus, or
the ludus publicus, or the ludus literariim. By the
fourth century, the Roman School system, though in
cases private rather than public, v/as v/ell established
throughout the provinces. It represented a combina-
tion of the old Roman ideas and the Greek school sys-
tem. This had come as a result of the intellectual
Hellenization of Rome following the capture of Greece
in 146 B.C. As Horace expressed it:
"Captive Greece took captive her rude con-
queror.
And brought the arts to Latium."25
At first Rome adopted the Greek system in a wholesale
fashion, but by the time of Augustine, the Greek spirit
was lacking and only the form remained.
2. Purpose
The purpose of these schools was to give in-
struction in the three R's - reading, writing, and
25 - Cubberley, Ellwood P., The History of Education
,
p. 62.
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arithmetic, and in the rudiments of Greek and Latin
grammar, thus preparing ^ them for the secondary or
grammar schools. This instruction was open to both
boys and girls, but the schools were frequented chiefly
by the boys. Augustine probably entered the school
when he was about six years old and remained there
until he was about twelve. Up to his sixth year,
whatever education he may have had, took place in his
home under the direction of his mother or a slave.
Prom what we know of Monnica, we surmise that he re-
ceived at least some Christian education at home. When
he started to school, he was accompanied by a slave,
called a pedagogue, who was supposed to look after
his manners and morals. Though the Roman pedagogues
vere more carefully chosen than those of earlier days
in Greece, they were usually too old or incapacitated
to be of much use. The pedagogues remained at the
school with their charges. Most of the schools had
a small room where they might vrait.
3 . Equipment
The material equipment of these elementary
schools was very poor. They were not established in
regular school houses or in buildings used for edu-
cational purposes. Frequently they were held in a
sort of booth or shed which v/as roofed over, but open

on the sides, or in a pergola \«/ith cloth stretched
overhead. Bertrand suggests that they used to freeze
in winter in these schools and broil in sumrner, some-
times they were held in a portico in front of a house,
or in a corner closed off with curtains. Usually
there was an outer room of some sort for the cloaks
of the pupils and for the pedagogues to wait in.
The children were seated on benches or
they crouched on mats about the teacher. Horace
pictures the boys going to school "with their bags and
slates on their left arm, taking the teacher's fee on
the Ides of eight months of the year."26 Their bags
contained the pebbles or reckoning stones that they
used in counting, their wax tablets, stylus, pen and
ink, and their book-rolls. A bundle of rods, (ferula)
for the teacher, completed the equipment.
4, Teachers
The teacher was called the Ludi Magister. He
was not regarded as belonging to a profession, and his
social standing viras low as most of these teachers were
slaves or freedmen. He received little remuneration,
and no license or qualifications were required of him.
26 - Monroe, Paul, A Text-book in the History of
Education
,
p. 186.

According to Cubberley, these schools were
"private-adventure-undertakings, the State
doing nothing toward encouraging their
establishment, supervising the instruc-
tion in them, or requiring attendance at
them. "27
These schools were not free schools. There
was no fixed price of instruction as in our modern
private schools. The pupils made a present to the
magister, usually at a fixed time, as for example,
the Ides of the month. Sometimes there was an under-
stood rate between the parents and the magister, and
sometimes the teacher left the size of the fee up to
the generosity of his pupils.
"There v/as much complaint that parents were
slow with their fees, and at times forgot
them entirely if the boy did not turn
out well. Finally in the reign of Dio-
cletian (284-505 A.D.), in an effort to
relieve the distress of schoolmasters,
prices were legally fixed at approximate-
ly the equivalent of ^^1,20 per month per
pupil for teaching reading and fpl.80 for
arithmetic. These were regarded as 'hard
time prices ' . "28
Extracts from Martial's "Epigrams" give us
a picture of the Ludi Magister that seems to fit in with
Augustine's recollections of his teachers.
"V/hat right have you to disturb me, abominable
schoolmaster, object abhorred alike by boys
and girls? Before the crested cocks have
27 - Cubberley, E.P., A History of Education
, p. 66.
28 - Ibid, p. 66.
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broken silence, you begin to roar out your
savage scoldings and blov/s . Not with
louder noise does the metal resound on
the struck anvil, when the workman is
fitting a lawyer on his horse; nor is the
noise so great in the large amphitheater,
when the conquering gladiator is applauded
by his partisans. We, your neighbors, do
not ask you to allov/ us to sleep for the
whole night, for it is but a small ma'cter
to be occasionally wakened; but to be kept
awake all night is a heavy affliction.
Dismiss your scholars, brawler, and take
as much for keeping quiet as you receive
for making a noise. "^9
"Schoolmaster, be indulgent to your simple
scholars; if you would have many a long
haired youth resort to your lectures, and
the class seated round your critical tables
love you. yo may no teacher of arithmetic,
or of sv;ift writing, be surrounded by a
greater ring of pupils. The days are
bright, and glow under the flaming con-
stellation of the Lion, and fervid July
is ripening the teeming harvest. Let
the Scythian scourge with its formidable
thongs, such as flogged Karsyas of Celae-
nae, and the terrible cane, the school-
master's sceptre, be laid aside, and sleep
until the Ides of October. In summer, if
boys preserve their health, they do enough."
5. Time Schedule
Prom these passages, we gather that the school
hours were very long, beginning early in the morning.
They frequently lasted until nightfall with only a
short intermission in the middle of the morning for
29 - Cubberley, E.P., Readings in the History of
Education
,
p. 36.
30 - Ibid, p. 37.
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luncheon. To compensate for these long hours, there
were a great many holidays and vacations and the
pupils had no "home-work". All the holidays for
religious and public festivals, as well as every ninth
day or market day was celebrated and there was a vaca-
tion during the very hot season and during harvest and
vintage time. For one who "loved to play" as Augus-
tine did, these numerous holidays were a delightful
occurrence
.
6. Content and Method
In these elementary schools reading, writing,
arithmetic and the rudiments of Latin and Greek grammar
were taught. nugustine was first taught the names
and the alphabetic order of his letters without any
information concerning their form or function. Quin-
tilian had severely criticized this method, saying that
"it hinders their recognition of the letters,
as, while they follov/ their memory, they do
not fix their attention on the forms of the
letters .... It v:ill be best for children
therefore, to be taught the appearances and
names of the letters at once, as they are
taught those of men. "31
After learning his letters, AUgustine committed to mem-
ory all the possible combinations in the way of sylla-
bles. He was then taught reading and writing by means
31 - Graves, P. P., A History of Education before
the Middle Ages
,
p. 247.
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of exercises dictated by the magister. His textbooks
were manuscripts that had been copied by slaves, great
numbers of whom were employed for this purpose. V'Jhen
he had learned to read, special attention v/as given to
pronunciation and enunciation. Dionysius of Halicar-
nassus has left us a description of the Koman method
of teaching reading.
''When we learned to read was it not necessary
at first to know the names of the letters,
their shape, their values in syllables,
their differences, then the words and their
case, their quantity long or short, their
accent, and the rest?
Arrived at this point, we began to read and
write, slowly at first and syllable by syll-
able, some time afterwards, the forms being
sufficiently engraved on our memory, we read
more cursorily, in the elementary books, then
in all sorts of books, finally with incredi-
ble quickness and without making any mistake. ""^^
As soon as a boy had mastered, the art of reading ordin-
ary prose, he was ready to enter the higher school. The
text used for his reading was made up of portions of
the Latinized Odyssey. About 250 B.C., Livius Andro-
nicus, a Lrreek slave, had translated the Odyssey into
Latin and it became a standard text. Latin translations
and imitations of Greek plays and versified moral maxims
were also occasionally used.
Writing was taught with the aid of the stylus
and a v^ax tablet. sometimes the teacher guided the
hand in forming the letters, and sometimes the pupil
32 - Cubberley, E.P., A History of Education
, p. 64.
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practiced following the engraved form of the letters
until he was able to copy them by himself, iiometimes
bits of parchment were used after they had become pro-
ficient with the wax tablet.
The arithmetic taught was very simple. It
was hard for the boys because the Roman numerals were
so cumbersome, particularly in multiplication and divi-
sion. It was learned by counting on the fingers, or by
means of pebbles. As they became more proficient an
abacus was used. Eventually they worked their sums
out on their wax tablets. There seem to have been
special teachers of arithmetic, some of v/hom had schools
of their own and som.e of whom taught in the regular ludi.
•'Due in part to the practical character
of the Roman people, to the established
habit of keeping careful household accounts
to the difficulties of their system of cal-
culation, to the practice of finger reckon-
ing, and to the vast commercial and finan-
cial interests that the Romans formed
throughout the world which they conquered,
arithmetic became a subject fundamental
importance in their schools, and much time
was given to securing perfection in calcu-
lation and finger reckoning. "33
Thus the elementary education remained a pro-
cess of memorization and imitation. The pupils gen-
erally repeated their lessons aloud, over and over
again until they had learned them. The monotony of
such a procedure necessarily brought about a difficult
33 - Gubberley, E.P., History of Education
, p. 65.

problem of discipline, and v/e find that disciplinary
measures were very harsh. The rod, the lash and the
whip were not infrequently used, though corporal punish-
ment was held in disdain by men like Quintilian, Most
of the references that are made to schoolmasters in the
early v/ritings, concern their cruel disciplinary mea-
sures. In a fresco of Herculaneum one method of
punishment is shovm. One boy appears on the back
of another with his legs held by a third, while the
master beats him on the bare back.
Prom this generalized account of the ludus,
we must reconstruct Aug;ustine's first school days.
We have an idea of the type of school that he attended,
of the nature of the content of his studies, and the
method by v/hich it was learned, and of the type of
teachers that he had.

B. AUGUSTINE'S REACTION TO THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Prom the Confessions, we are able to discover
Augustine's reaction to this school. His first com-
ment is,
"0 God my God, what miseries and mockeries
did I noviT experience, when obedience to
my teachers was proposed to me, as proper
in a boy, in order that in this v/orld I
might prosper, and excel in tongue-science,
which should serve to the "praise of men",
and to deceitful riches. Next I was put
to school to get learning, in ¥/hich I (poor
wretch) knew not what use there was; and
yet if idle in learning, I was beaten. "34
He comments on the beatings that he received several
times. He would complain to his parents, but they
only laughed and made fun of him. He felt that God
was the only one who would help him, so he used to pray
earnestly that he might not be beaten at school. He v/as
afraid of the beatings, yet knowing that he would receive
them if he did not learn his lessons, he continued to do
less than v/as expected of him. He and his companions
were more interested in "nuts, handball and birds", than
in memorization, and the system of schools at that time
offered little opportunity for anything that resembled
play. Augustine flays his teachers for punishing him
for the same things that they themselves do, saying
that the "idleness" of older folks is called "business"
34 - Confessions, Book I - IX, 14.
c
but when boys do the same thing, they are punished for
it. He continues with these questions,
"For will any of sound discretion approve
of my being beaten as a boy, because, by
playing at ball, I made less progress in
studies which I was to learn, only that as
a man, I might play more unbeseemingly?
And what else did he who beat me? who., if
¥;orsted in some trifling discussion with
his fellow-tutor , was more embittered and
jealous than I, when beaten at ball by a
play-fellow?"35
In his later life, he was able to appreciate
what he learned in this elementary school even though
at the time the "one and one, two", "two and two, four",
were a "hateful sing-song" to him. His training in
reading and writing prepared him for entering the school
at Madaura, which was more interesting for him. He had
been a good scholar in spite of his distaste for school
and his parents wanted him to go on. There was no
secondary school in Thagaste, so he had to be sent to
a neighboring tovm. This in itself must have been
exciting for a twelve year old boy.
With his knowledge of the rudiments of Greek
and Latin, he would be able to go on studying these
languages and the classical literature v^ritten by the
great poets and prose writers of Greece and Rome. He
had probably picked up the Punic language as he played
35 - Confessions, Book I - XI, 15.
c
with his companions on the streets of Thagaste, and Latin
was familiar to him, but he found Greek hard, probably
because it was a foreign tongue and because he was com-
pelled to learn it when he didn't want to. He says in
his Confessions, "No one doth well against his v;ill, even
though what he doth, be v/ell."'56
36 - Confessions, Book I - XII, 19.
c(
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C. THE INFLUENCE OF THIS TRAINING UPON HIS CHRISTIAN
LIFE
Attendance at this elementary school gave Augus-
tine the basis for all the reading that v/as to play such
an important part in leading up to his conversion, and
for his writing which was to play such an important part
in leading others to their conversions. If he had not
made a good record in the elementary school, it is doubt-
ful whether his parents would have felt it worth while to
continue his education, and if Augustine had not been an
educated m.an, he ?70uld never have wielded the tremendous
influence that he did upon the Western Church. This
early education, simple as it was, proved to be one of
the stepping stones which led him on and upward.
It made it possible for him to read the "Hor-
tensius" of Cicero, the philosophy of Plato, the letters
of Paul, and the Gospel of St. John, v/hich v^ere to have
such a decided influence upon his life. It provided
foundational abilities for the writing of such works as
"The Confessions", "The City of God", and the like.
Prom his experiences in this school, he was
able to offer valuable suggestions on the conduct of the
catechetical schools in which he vias so much interested
in his later life, and which were to play an important
part in the development of the Christian Church schools.

Though his elementary education perhaps
had no direct effect upon his Christian life, it did
lay the foundations for factors which did directly in-
fluence him.
(
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A. Iv^ADAURA
A new world opened for Augustine when he
left his home in Thagaste to make the journey to Ma-
daura. Of course Madaura v;as only thirty miles or so
from his home, yet this may very probably have been the
first time that he had been away from Thagaste. He
had to travel along the great Roman causeway which ran
from Hippo to Theveste. He must have seen travelers
from many of the provinces, the chariots carrying pro-
visions to the soldiers garrisoned at the frontiers,
possibly the lectica of a visiting bishop or the litter
of other important personages, and the messengers of th
Imperial Post. It must have been a memorable journey
for a lad of twelve.
Madaura v/as a larger and an older city than
Thagaste. Long before the Roman conquest, it had been
a fortress of King Syphax. Afterwards the Romans set-
tled there, and in the second century of the Christian
era, Apuleius , its most famous citizen, was able to
boast to the proconsul that it was a very prosperous
colony.
r%
Madaura had its pillared temples, its tri-
umphal arches, and its forum adorned with statues.
These architectural features unconsciously influenced
nugustine's thought by aiding him in visualizing the
stories that he read in the school-room. Augustine
mentions in his letters at least three of the statues
in the forum. iwo of them represented the god Mars,
the other, that of a man v/ith outstretched hand. In
the evening or at the siesta hour, Augustine probably
stretched out and played at dice v/ith his companions
beneath the pedestals of these statues. Bertrand sug-
gests that the statue of Apuleius and the praises of
him that were heard on all sides may have decided Augus-
tine on the career which he desired to follov/. Apuleius
was a philosopher, an orator, and a sorcerer, and he
more or less dominated the thinking of his townsmen.
iviagic and sorcery were prevalent, bringing
about an atmosphere of credulity among the Christians
as v/ell as the pagans. The Christians carried over
some of the pagan customs into their own practices, so
living in r/iadaura did not tend to strengthen Augustine's
Ch-ristian beliefs. He along with other students was
influenced by the many feasts and festivals that were
constantly being held. Bertrand says:
ic
"The least excuse was taken to engarland
piously the doors of houses with branches,
to bleed the sacrificial pig, or slaughter
the lamb. In the evening, squares and
street corners were illuminated.. Little
candles burned on all the thresholds.
During the mysteries of Bacchus, the tov/n
councillors themselves headed the popular
rejoicings. It was an African carnival,
brutal, and full of color. People got
tipsy, pretended they were mad. For the
sport of the thing, they assaulted the
passers and robbed them. The dull blows
on tambourines, the hysterical and nasal
preludes of the flutes, excited an immense
elation, at once sensual and mystic. And
all quieted among the cups and leather fla-
gons of wine, the grease and meats of ban-
quets in the open air."^'^
Without a doubt Augustine followed the crowds to these
feasts and carnivals. He was thus plunged into a
world of fantastic excitement v/here everything charmed
his senses and stimulated his passions for beauty and
for the lesser things.
We do not know with -^-hom he lived while in
Kadaura, He may have been in a Christian household
with friends or relatives of his mother, or in a pagan
household v/ith some host of his father's, or in the
home of his master, the grammarian, v;ho ran a boarding-
house for his boys. At any rate, with these pagan, ex-
hibitions ever before him, it is not strange that Augus-
tine preferred them to the less enjoyable teachings of a
37 - Bertrand, Louis, St. August in
, pp, 55-56,
r
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"^crucified sophist', whose followers -'poor v/retchesJ' -
met in sepulchers adorned with crude carvings of a fish
or v/heat or stone grapes. "'^^
The pagan tone of the education that he re-
ceived in Madaura served to draw him still farther from
the teachings of his mother.
38 - Marlatt, Ksrl B., Protestant Saints
, pp. 6-7
<
B. THE GRMMAR SCHOOL
1 . The Origin of These Schools
He entered the grammar school in Madaura. The
grammar schools corresponded to our high schools or
academies, the pupils entering at about the age of
twelve and remaining until they were sixteen. Attend-
ance was voluntary at these schools and as a rule only
the children of the fairly well-to-do families fre-
quented them. They were of Greek origin, being a
copy of the old Greek grammar schools. The teacher
in these schools was called a 'grammaticus ' (grammar-
ianj or 'lltteratus' (liberally educated). He was
either a Greek or a Roman v;ho had been taught by Greeks,
2. The Types of Schools
The grammar schools were of two types, one
for the teaching of the Latin language, and the other
for the Greek language. Sometimes the two schools were
combined and both Greek and Latin were taught at the
same time. We know that Augustine studied both Greek
and Latin, so he either attended the latter type or
alternated between a Latin and a Greek school.
The Latin schools were to be found in every
city of the Empire, and remained as one of the permanent
institutions of the old pagan civilization until the
•
overthrow of the Roman culture by the barbarians. The
Greek schools were not as important at this time as the
Latin, "The Latin grammarian held a higher position
and received higher pay than the Greek, ""^O
3 , Equipment
The material equipment of these schools 7/as
much better than that of the elementary schools. Their
school-houses were usually additions to larger buildings
and they opened on the street. They contained a ves-
tibule and the regular class rooms. There evidently
was a veil hanging betv/een the vestibule and the rest
of the school. Augustine writes, "Over the entrance
of the Grammar School is a vail drawn.' true; yet is
this not so much an emblem of aught recondite, as a
cloke of error, "'^^ suggesting that though the veil was
an emblem of honor, a mark of dignity intended to denote
the hidden mysteries that v;ere taught in the schools, it
failed in its purpose.
The buildings were furnished with benches for
the pupils and a higher seat for the grammaticus. Fre-
quently they contained paintings and sculpture, especi-
ally portraits or busts of authors and poets and scenes
from history and mythology.
39 - Dill, Samuel, Roman Society in the Last Century
of the Western Empire
, p, 347.
40 - Confessions, Book I - XIII, 22,
((
4. Teachers
The teachers of these schools received some
State support and in some cases municipal aid was
given, but for the most part they relied on the gifts
and fees of their students to defray their expenses.
The grammarian had a higher social position and better
remuneration than did the ludi magister of the elemen-
tary school. Augustine speaks of "laws appointing a
salary besides the scholars payments. "41
The grammarian was required to have a much
better education than that of the ludi magister. A
selection from the Satires of Juvenal, though naturally
in an ironic vein, gives us an idea of the qualifica-
tions that a grammarian was supposed to have.
"But do, you, parents, impose severe exac-
tions on him that is to teach your boys;
that he be perfect in the rules of grajnmar
for each word - read all histories - know
all authors as well as his own finger-ends;
that if questioned at hazard, while on his
way to the Thermae or the baths of Phoebus,
he should be able to tell the name of An-
chises' nurse, and the nsine and native land
of the step-mother of Anchemolus - tell off-
hand how many years Acestes lived - hov; many
flagons of wine the Sicilian king gave to
the Phrygians. Require of him that he
mould their youthful morals as one models
a face in wax. Kequire of him that he be
the reverend father of the company, and
check every approach to immorality.
It is no light task to keep watch over
so many boyish hands, so many little twink-
41 - Augustine, Confessions , Book I - XVI, 26,
(
ling eyes. 'This', says the father, 'be the
object of your care ' - and when the year comes
round, Receive for your pay as much gold as
the people demand, for the victorious Chari-
oteer. "42
Each teacher determined his own curriculum
without the supervision of the State. Even so, the
schools throughout the Empire maintained a certain sort
of unity because the teachers v/ho were not Greeks had
received their training or had had their courses ap-
proved by Greeks, This training in the schools was
often supplemented by instruction from tutors, in the
family. Augustine vrrites of deceiving his tutor as
well as his masters, so he evidently v/as provided with
a tutor
.
5 . Purpose
The purpose of these schools was to secure
a mastery of the language and correctness of expression
in reading, in writing, and in speaking, by means of
familiarizing the pupils with the great L«tin and Greek
authors. According to Quintilian the schools should
prepare the pupils in "the art of speaking correctly
and in the "interpretation of the poets", or in other
words, train them in grammar and literature. This
would be helpful in giving that broader culture that
42 - Monroe, Paul, source Book of the History of
Education
,
p. 419^ (Satire VII
of Juvenal
)
{
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was recognized as the mark of an educated man and in
giving the young Roman the necessary preparation for
taking up the life of an orator or public official.
Quintilian preferred that the pupils study the Greek
language first, because the Latin was derived from it
and then too, the pupils would naturally pick up Latin,
their mother tongue, more quickly than a foreign langu-
age, so it might well come after the harder study needed
for Greek.
6 . Content
"To the legal tendency, the systematizing
character and the practical bent of the
Roman mind, the study of grammar recommend-
ed itself, and it is in this subject that
the educational activities of these schools
are seen to the best advantage. The ele-
ments of Latin grammar v/ere formulated early
in the Imperial period though the particular
form given to the subject in later ages was
the immediate work of Donatus" of Augustine's
century . 43
So the major part of the curriculum was de-
voted to the study of grammar, but at that time,
grammar included much more than the term now signifies.
It included the study of both the linguistic elements
and the literary products of a language. In some cases
the grammarians trespassed on the v/ork of the rhetorical
schools by giving their pupils instruction in declamation
43 - Monroe, Paul, Textbook of the Plistory of Education
,
p. 200.

and disputation as well as in the foundations of grammar
and literature.
Grammar must have included all the philology
that was known at that time, drill on phonetic changes
and the derivations of words, parts of speech, inflec-
tion, syntax, prosody, and practice in paraphrasing and
composition.
The term literature also connoted more to
them than it does to us, for it included the work of
the historians and the scientific writers as well as
the poets. The study of literature was intended to
develop an appreciation for literary style, and through
memorization and repetition, to train the powers of ex-
pression. Contact with great authors and poets also
supposedly served to elevate the thought and to expand
one s knowledge
.
7 . Method
Quintilian gives us a general account of the
work of these schools and various other sources give us
more detailed information. The lectures of the grammar-
ians were for many ages given on the basis of reading,
interpreting, and commenting on the standard works of
antiquity. The qualifications of the good teacher
were, "blameless character, skill in teaching, fluency,
delicacy in interpretation, and copiousness in disquisi-

56.
tion."'^^ The profession required a wide, if not a pro-
found knowledge of many subjects.
Great stress v/as laid upon good reading, and
the grammarian read with his pupils a wide selection of
the works of poets and historians. The grammarian read
the selection first, giving careful attention to pronun-
ciation, accent and expression. Then it was read by
the pupils. The lack of the use of small letters and
spacing between v/ords, as well as poor punctuation,
made reading of Latin and Greek a more arduous task
then than now. The writing was in capital letters and
only the phrases were punctuated. The period v;as the
only mark of punctuation. If it was placed at the top
of the line, it meant the same as our period; if in the
middle of the line, our comma; and if at the bottom of
the line, our semi-colon.
After the first reading, the selection was
grammatically analyzed. Pollov/ing that came attempts
at literary appreciation. The text was critically ex-
amined to point out where and how it might be improved,
and hov; its expressions might be strengthened. Diffi-
cult passages were discussed and paraphrased, and the
pupil's attention was called to striking figures of
speech and delicate and artistic expression. Augustine
44 - Dill, Samuel,- Roman Society in the Last Century of
the Western Empire
, p. 348,

recalls having to v/rite in prose v/hat he had first read
in verse, and vice versa. The grammarians preferred
poetry to prose as a rule, so particular attention was
paid to prosody and meter.
The pupils had to do a great deal of written
work, composition and versification. Frequently a quo-
tation or maxim from some v^rriter was given to them as
a theme for a lengthy composition. After v;riting it
the pupil had to declaim it.
"According to Professor Jullien, such theses
followed this outline: (a) a panegyric upon
the author, (h) the expansion of the thought,
(c) the explanation and defense of the prin-
ciple underlying the thought, (d) a compari-
son of the thought v;ith similar ideas of
other authors, (e) confirmatory Quotations
or incidents, (f) practical exhortation. "45
This study was rounded out by a critical estimate of the
work, a characterization of the author's style, and a
resume of his chief merits and defects.
After this critical study, the text had to
be gone over again by the grammarian in order to ex-
plain all the historical, geographical, and mythical
allusions, thus giving the pupils a multifarious mass
of information.
"This was the field of the higher learning of
the age; and a grammarian of the first rank
required a certain mastery of many branches
of knowledge - etymology, history, jurispru-
45 - Monroe, Paul, A Text-Book in the History of Educa -
tion
, p. 200.

dence, pontifical lore, geometry, music,
astronomy . "46
According to Quintilian, it v;as not enough for the .
grammarian
"to have read the poets only. Every kind
of writer must be studied, not only on
account of the history contained in them,
but also for the language; for words often
derive their rights from the authorities
that sanction them. Further, grsjnmar can-
not be complete without a knowledge of music,
as we have to treat of meters and rhythms;
nor if a man is ignorant of the stars, can
he understand the poets, who, to pass over
other points, so often use the risings and
settings of constellations as indications of
time. Nor can the teacher of literature be
ignorant of philosophy, not only because of
many passages in almost all poems derived from
a close and exact knowledge of the problems of
nature, but also of the poems of Empedocles in
Greek, and Varro and Lucretius in Latin, who
have taught the doctrines of philosophy, through
verse . "47
Records of the notes of Servius, a grammar-
ian, on Virgil, or the Saturnalia of Macrobius, or the
third book of Capella, give us a fairly good idea of the
type of lectures that the grammarians gave.
"At one time the pupils attention vrill be
called to the physical formation of the
letter sounds or to differences of archaic
usage; at another to the etymology of April-
is, or Janus, Idus, or Artemis, consul or
classis. Or the text may call for an in-
terpretation of the myths of Saturn, or the
epithets of Lycius or Pythius given to
Apollo. Or the erudition of Virgil v/ill
be illustrated by a disquisition on pontifi-
cal lav; as to the washing of sheep ondies
Dill, Samuel, Roman Society in the Last Century of
the Western Empire
, p. 348.
Quintilian, Book I, IV, from Graves, P.P., A Flis -
tory of Education, pp . 255-6.
46 -
47 -
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festi, or on the epithets vfhich he applies
to the Penates, or on his knowledge of the
ritual of the Apolline worship at Delos,"48
This minute attention to details degenerated into trif-
ling and the etjrmology used was unscienific and arbi-
trary, yet Professor Dill says that the literary judg-
ment and taste were not so feeble as the general char-
acter of that age might lead one to exoect. Part of
the Saturnalia is devoted to an exhaustive criticism of
Virgil which shows us the grammarian of the fourth cen-
tury at his best.
"Of course he inherited much from many gener-
ations of forgotten critics, like the Oxford
lecturer on Plato and Aristotle in our own
day. But it is pleasant to see that these
dilettanti, who were accustomed to award
every dull poetaster among their friends a
place among the immortals, profoundly ad-
mired Virgil, and can give reasons for their
admiration. They can see both his unapproach-
able beauties and his defects. They know their
Virgil well, and they see all the debt that
Virgil owes to Homer. Here and there Eusta-
thius, who leads in this exposition, notices
that the latter has improved upon the older
poet. But it is admitted also that Homer
had a "bright speed" and sureness, which Vir-
gil never approached. And with all his rapid
power. Homer often gives graphic details which
Virgil slurs over or omits. In one passage
of the Aeneid, it is pointed out that only
'a lifeless corpse' remains in the Latin im.i-
tation. It is also noted that Virgil has
copied even the faults of his m.odel, and that
where he has not Homer's guidance, he is some-
times weak. But, on the other hand, ample
justice is done to virgil's peculiar power
48 - Dill, Samuel, Roman society in the .bast Century
of the Western Empire
, pp. 348-9.
f
and charm. Mis range of learning is illus-
trated with great minuteness rhe critic
in Macrobius shows ... that virgil has all
the variety of Nature, his great teacher,
nnd though he borrows freely, he always makes
good his title to the loan by an added felici-
ty, which often more than atones for the
original theft. "49
8 . Text s
The authors that furnished the material
studies in the grammar schools, were for the most
part poets. Cicero tells us:
"We (Romans), who have all our learning from
Greece, read and learn these works of theirs,
^i.e. the poets) from our childhood; and
look on this as a liberal and learned edu-
cation."^*^
Homer and Menander were the favorite Greek
writers, and Virgil, Horace, Sallust, and Livy were
the favorite Latin writers. The Latinized Homer,
the translation of Livius Andronicus, was generally
used. Homer ^'as read both for the inspiration of his
theme and the excellence of his style. Virgil was
the most popular of the Latin writers. Augustine
quotes from him repeatedly in his later writings, hav-
ing a great admiration for this "noblest of all poets- .
Among the prose vrriters, Cicero had the most influence
49 - Dill, Semuel, Roman Society in the Last Century
of the Western Empire
, pp. 349-350
50 - Graves, Prank PT^ A History of Education before
the Middle Ages
,
p. 256.

in the fourth century. The prose of Sallust was also
used considerably in the classroom. Aesop's Fables
were used in connection with the work in composition.
Varro, a learned man of Cicero's century, v/ho had
written huge treatises on all the liberal arts, was
another authority for the grammarian.
9 . Supplementary studies
According to Paul Monroe, mathematics, music
and rudimentary dialectics were introduced into the
grammar schools to some extent. These studies were
given for their practical bearing. As arithmetic had
been given in the elem.entary schools in order that they
might be able to make business calculations, geometry
was now given for the sake of mensuration, and astrono-
my that they might be able to form a calendar. A crude
geography was sometimes studied for practical purposes.
Music was studied in order that they might better in-
tone their reading and declamation. Along with this
declamation, there was sometimes an introductory study
of dialectics which prepared them a little for their
work in the rhetorical school.

10. Criticism
Such a course of study might have developed
into a system providing a liberal education, but -
"Unfortunately it was in practice insepara-
bly associated with the reading an inter-
pretation of a certain number of authors,
who had been canonized by the judgment of
time. Knowledge was not pur-sued or im-
parted for its own sake, but as a means of
illustrating sacred texts. The pupil's
gaze was perpetually turned backwards to
the masterpieces of ancient v/isdom, to
whose divine excellence all the treasures
of erudition and science were offered as a
sacrificial tribute. The teacher might
indulge occasionally in divigations and
irrelevant disnuisitions , but he was really
chained to the author whom it was his busi-
ness to interpret. It can hardly be wond-
ered at that the function of the grammarian
besides having a sterilizing effect on the
teacher's mind, sank in repute, and became
a mere drill preparatory to the brilliant
exercises of the rhetorical school. "51
In this type of education, the pupil's
attitude was one of passivity. The teacher did every-
thing and. the pupil had merely to recite by rote v/hat
the teacher had dictated. He copied in his notebook,
verbatim, the interpretations and comments of his
teacher. This imitation and memorization made the
school work a matter of deadly routine, which led to
mischief and. laziness, and that brought with it a con-
tinuance of the harsh disciplinary measures of the ele-
mentary schools.
51 -

The works upon which their study v/as based
were of a sensual, passionate nature, wholly pagan,
oeeing that the content of the works read as well as
the interpretations made were pagan, it is almost to
be expected that Augustine, imbibing it in such large
quantities in proportion to what Christian ideas he
may have been receiving during these impressionable
years of his life, would develop pagan habits of
thought 8.nd action.

C. AUGUSTINE'S REACTION TO HIS SCHOOLING AT MADAURA
From the Confessions, we can obtain an idea
of Augustine's response and reaction to his schooling
at Madaura. He says that "he loved not study and
hated to be forced to it."^^ The disciplinary mea-
sures used in the graramar schools gall him just as
much as those used in the elementary schools. He
hates to be made to do anything, to be driven to it.
He says, "A free curiosity has m.ore force in our learn-
ing these things, than a frightful enforcement."""^^
Yet he admitted that it was well for him that he was
forced, otherwise he would not have learned.
He probably picked out the subjects that he
liked best and suffered unwillingly those that he did
not like. He never wavers from his first dislike of
Greek and he continues to love Latin. The Greek was
as much a burden and penalty as his earlier lessons at
the elementary school had been. He loved the stories
of "the wooden horse lined v/ith armed men" and the
"burning of Troy", v/riting of them as "the choice spec-
tacle of his vanity," He tries to analyze his hatred
of the Greek classics, because he admits that the tales
they contain are very similar to those in Latin, He
52 - Confessions, Book I - XII, 19.
53 - Ibid, Book I - XIV, 23.

says that they were bitter to his boyish taste. As v)
mentioned in connection with the elementary school, he
thinks that perhaps it was because they were written
in a foreign tongue. He is honest enough to realize
that it is not the language that is at fault, for he
admits that Virgil would be just as distasteful to
Grecian children if they were forced to learn his
tales. Quoting him:
"Difficulty, in truth, the difficulty of a
foreign tongue, dashed as it were, v/ith
gall all the sweetness of Grecian fable.
For not one v/ord of it did I understand,
and to make me understand, I was urged
vehemently with cruel threats and punish-
ments. "54
On the other hand, Latin came easily. Con-
cerning it, he says,
"This I learned vrithout fear of suffering,
by mere observation, amid the caresses
of my nursery and jests of friends,
smiling and sportively encouraging me.
This I learned without any pressure of
punishment to urge me on. "55
Bertrand suggests that Augustine's dislike
for Greek was based upon a patriotic impulse, because
at this time most Romans were prejudiced against thy
Greeks. He reminds that in the second half of the
fourth century, the Greek attitude, broadened and full
conscious of itself, set itself more and more against
batlnism, above all, politically . "56 Whatever the
54 - Confessions, Book I - XIV, 23.
55 - Ibid.
56 - Bertrand, Louis, St, Augustin, p. 57.

reason for his dislike, Augustine had to vi^ade through
the Iliad and the Odyssey, hating them, yet absorbing
a great deal of their style and content.
He comments bitterly on the content of what
he had to read, saying,
•'Did I not read in thee of Jove the thunder-
er and the adulterer? Both doubtless he
could not be; but so the feigned thunder
might countenance and pander to real adul-
tery. "57
He bewails the fact that none of his masters heeded
the desire of Cicero who cried out,
"These were Homer's fictions, transferring
things human to the gods; would he had
broughtdown things divine to us. "58
Augustine continues by suggesting that Cicero might
more truly have said,
"These are indeed his fictions; but attri-
buting a divine nature to wicked men, that
crimes might be no longer crimes, and who-
so commits them, might seem to imitate not
abandoned men, but the celestial gods. "59
These fictions of Homer's dealt v/ith the war betv/een
the G-reeks and the Trojans and with the wanderings of
Ulysses. They were vfoven around the characters nchille
and Agammemon of the Greek forces and Paris and Hector
of the Trojans, and of Ulysses. Prom these stories,
the pupils built their moral and ethical codes, and
what codes they v/ould be.' Homer gave to the gods, who
57 - Confessions, Book I - XVI, 25.
58 - Ibid.
59 - Ibid.

figured so largely in these tales, the same passions and
desires that the Greeks and the Trojans had. Immorality
was the rule in the conduct of the gods. They were
blackened with all the vices and failures of human
beings as well as their virtues and successes. Every
major impulse of man v/as personified in a god, and no
attempt was made to elevate the gods above human beings.
Homer had taken the first step in religion, for he made
his gods interested in the affairs of man, but in his
tales man was merely the pawn of the gods and they
might move him whenever the whim struck them. He did
not take the next step, v/hich would have been a purifi-
cation of the gods and a consequent raising of the
moral and ethical standards. When Augustine read
the Iliad he walked with the gods, sharing their de-
sires and passions, and v/ith their example before him,
his sins, as imitations of theirs, vrould be tolerated
and possibly exalted in his own mind.
The Odyssey did not give as important a
position to the gods as did the Iliad, but it did con-
tain sensuous details that v/oul'i lead an imaginative
pupil like Augustine astray.
He literally lived his Virgil as he read it,
loving it to the end of his life, quoting verses and
whole passages with ease. 'L'he account of the found-
ing of Carthage, which the Aeneid contained, made it
I
popular in the African provinces, but Augustine loved
it for other reasons. He lived so entirely in the
tales that he read that he could weep over dead Dido,
going through her suffering v;ith her. "He absorbed
every love-poem with the eagerness of a participating
soul."^*^ Bertrand suggests that if he took pleasure
in the licentious works of Plautus and Terence, and in
the comedies wherein the worst weaknesses are excused
and glorified, he probably enjoyed even more the pre-
sentation of Alexandrian love in the Latin Elegiacs.
"Love for itself, to love for the sake of loving is the
constant subject of these sensualists, of Catullus, Pro-
per tius, Tibullus, Ovid."^l After grieving with Dido,
Augustine would be infatuated with the love story of
Ariadne. He vrould read,
"Now while the careless hero flees, beating
the wave with his oars and casting to the
gales of the open sea his idle promises, -
there, standing among the shingle of the
beach, the daughter of Ivlinos follows him,
alas I with her beautiful eyes: she stares,
astonied, like to a Bacchante changed into
a statue. She looks forth, and her heart
floats on the great waves of her grief.
She lets slip from her head her fine-spun
coif, she tears away the thin veils which
cover her bosom, and the smooth cincture
which supports her quivering breasts. All
that slips from her body into the salt foam
vrhich ripples around her feet But little
she cares for her coif or for her apparel
carried away by the tide I Lost, bewildered.
60 - Bertrand, Louis, St. August in
,
p. 59.
61 - Ibid.
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with all her hesrt and. all her soul,
she is clinging to thee, Theseus, "^^
Or, if he looked through the Anthologies, he would, read
from the "Vigil of Venus",
"O my springtime, when wilt thou come?
When shall I be as the swallow? When
shall I cease to be silent? May he love
tomorrow;, he who has not loved yet. And
he Yiho has already loved, may he love
again tomorrow. "63
What sort of reading was this for a youth of
warm and passionate temperament? How it would stimu-
late and feed his passionate desires! For him, these
great love heroines, Helen, Med.ea, Ariadne and Phaedra
were not dead - "They were ever waiting for the well-
beloved in the palaces of Carthage, "64
This was the virorld he was born into. It was
his pagan Africa, where pleasure was the whole of life,
and one lived only for the lusts of the flesh. He
spent hours in this fashion, dreaming of love between
the pages of the poets.
He recalls writing a composition
"upon terms of praise or shame, and fear
of stripes, to speak the words of Juno,
as she raged and mourned that she could
not 'This Trojan pritce from Latium turn'"^^
In commenting upon the compositions and declamations that
he had to make, he says that the student who received
62 - Bertrand, Louis, St. Augustin, pp. 59-60,
63 - Ibid, p. 60,
64 - Ibid, p. 59. 65 - Confessions, Book I-XVII, 27.

the most praise was the one in whom "the passions of
rage and grief were pre-eminent, and clothed in the
mostfitting language, maintaining the dignity of the
character . "65 He evidently won considerable applause
for his declamations, hut he cries out from the per-
spective that he had reached when he wrote the Con-
fessions
,
"Was there nothing else whereon to exer-
cise my wit and tongue? Thy praises.
Lord, might have stayed me.
His education might have meant so much more to him if
the material Vv'ith which he was trained had been of a
truly v/orth-v/hile nature. when he considers the type
of material which he studied, and learned, and the
methods by which they were learned, he can voice
this question,
"But what marvel that I was thus carried
away to vanities and went out from Thy
presence, my God, when men were set
before me as models, v;ho if in relating
some action of theirs, in itself not ill,
they coinmitted some barbarism or solecism,
being censured, were abashed; but when in
rich and adorned and vrell-ordered discourse
they related their o^jm clisordered life,
being bepraised, they gloried?"67
He disapproved heartily of this stress that v;as placed
upon grammatical correctness to the neglect of worth-
while matter of real m.oral and ethical significance.
65 - Confessions, Book I - XVII, 27.
66 - Ibid,
67 - Ibid, p. 28.

He suggests that it was considered a worse crime to
nrurder the language than to murder a human being, pupils
and teachers alike, living in greater fear of being
graimnatically incorrect than of committing a moral
offense
.
He is glad that he had the grammatical train-
ing, that attention was given to the choice of words,
expression and the like, for he says the vrords them-
selves are "choice and precious vessels", but he thinks
that they might have been learned in a better setting.
He s ay s
,
"As if we should have never known such
words as 'golden shower', 'lap', 'be-
guile', 'temples of the heavens', or
others in that passage, unless Terence
had brought a lewd youth upon the stage,
setting up Jupiter as his example of se-
duction.
'Viewing a picture, where the tale was
drav/n, of Jove's descending in a golden
shower to Danae ' s lap, a worran to beguile'.
And then how he excited himself to lust as
by celestial authority:
'And what god? Great Jove,
Who shakes heaven's highest temples v/ith his
thunder.
And I, pocrm.ortal man, not do the same.'
I did it and with all my heart I did it.'"°^
The vileness in which the words were found, made it no
easier to learn the v;ords, and the pupil was harmed by
the content of what he read. Augustine says.
68 - Confessions, Rook I - XVI, 26.'
f
Not that I 13181116 the words
. , . but that
wine of error which is drunk to us in
them "by intoxicated teachers; and if we,
too, drink not, v/e are beaten, and have
no sober judge to whom we may appeal. "^^
What hurts him most is the fact that he failed to see
these faults when he was a boy. Then he learned what
his teachers taught, v/illingly and v/ith great delight,
and because of it was considered a promising student.
His training in these schools prepared him
for the writing that he was to do in later years.
Throughout his v;ri tings we have evidence of the more
or less flowery style that the grammarians affected and
taught, and many allusions and quotations from the works
that he studied. It familiarized him with the thought
and literature of the pagan world. It infused him with
sensual desires. It carried over into his conduct. He
lied unhesitatingly, especially when he wished to shirk
work in order that he might attend the theater, deceiv-
ing his m.asters, his tutor, and his parents.
He still loved play, was over-eager to attend
shows and restless to imitate them. He committed
thefts, though petty ones, as a rule from the cellars
of his parents either for the joy of achieving his pur-
pose without detection or in order that he might give
his spoils to his companions, thus elevating his posi-
69 - Confessions, Book I - XVI, 25.

tion with them. He loved to be a leader and often
cheated in his play in order that he might come out
first. He flew into a rage when he discovered his
companions doing the same thing. In commenting upon
it he says,
"These very sins are transferred from tutors
and masters, from nuts and balls and spar-
rows, to magistrates and kings, to gold and
manors and slaves, just as severer punish-
ments displaced the cane."'70
Into this "hellish torrent" was he thrown, and he was
revmrded for com.passing such knowledge.
70 - Confessions, Book I - XVIII, 30
(
D. INFLUENCE OF HIS GRAMMAR SCHOOL EDUCATION UPON HIS
CPIRISTIAN LIFE '
~
Augustine's granirnar school days did not con-
tribute constructively to his Christian life. It filled
his mind v/ith sensi;ous thoughts and sensual desires which
he sought to realize. He was morally corrupted by his
studies. Though he admired the exquisiteness of their
form and style, in his later life he despaired of the
vileness of their matter, feeling that he would have
been much better off had his masters been less horri-
fied by grammatical errors and more by moral lapses.
There v/as little opportunity at this time for
the Christian teachings of Monnica to find rootage or
fruition in the barren spiritual soil of Augustine's
heart. They were choked and almost destroyed by the
weeds of pagan thought and evil desire. The latter
decidedly influenced his character. His lying and
thieving and violent outbursts of anger were direct
results of it. In them he saw a prophecy of the simi-
lar but larger faults of his v;orldly manhood, but he did
not discern until after his conversion.
Yet in spite of the faults of his education,
he thanks God for the many blessings and mercies with
which he was surrounded. He felt that God still guided
him to a certain extent, for he says,
"I guarded by the inward sense the entire
-
ness of my senses, and in these minute
((
c
pursuits, and in my thoughts on things
minute, I learnt to delight in truth, I
hated to be deceived, had a vigorous mem-
ory, was gifted with speech, v/as soothed
by friendship, avoided pain, baseness,
ignorance . ""^J-
^Mhen he became Bishop of Hippo and had to deal with pagan
converts and the winning of outsiders to the Catholic
faith, he was better able to understand their intellec-
tual and moral difficulties, because he too had passed
through the same things. His schooling at Madaura
prepared him for the excesses he was to indulge in dur-
ing his vacation at Thagaste, It also put off the day
of his conversion and made it a greater struggle for
him. Yet, though we do not claim that the man who
has been in the gutter and reforms is a better Christian
than the man who gradually comes to a consciousness of
his relationship to God, Augustine probably gained a
deeper insight into the lives of m.en and vras a more
tolerant Christian because of these experiences at
Madaura. Not that he excused faults in a m.an after
he became a Christian, but he realized out of what depths
a man could rise to Christ.
71 -
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E. THE HOLIDAYS AT THAGASTE
Augustine remained in school at Madaura until
he was sixteen years old. He returned to his parents
at vacation time, but his vaca+^ion extended itself
over a period of a year's time. He had finished his
studies with the grammarians, and if he was to go fur-
ther in his education, he must attend a rhetorical
school. The best rhetoricians were in Carthage, and
then too, it was the fashionable thing for boys of
well-to-do families to finish their education at the
capital of the province.
Patricius and Monnica were very proud of the
scholastic record that Augustine had made in the gram-
mar school. He had been a brilliant pupil and they
vrished to offer him the further advantages of school-
ing in Carthage. Patricius, the curial, like so many
fathers, v/anted his son to have a higher position than
he had attained, and he knew that education v/ould aid
him. He may have had senatorial aspirations for Augus-
tine. He was eager to have Augustine go, but sending
him to Carthage was expensive, and Patricius did not
have the ready money. It was therefore necessary for
Augustine to remain at home for the year while the money
was being secured. During that time Augustine gave
((
himself up to the pleasures of the times. "To hunt, to
ride horseback, to play at games of chance, to drink,
eat, and make love""^^ - that was all that he desired,
Atagustine hates himself for this period in
his life and perhaps denounces himself too harshly -
yet, v\rhere there was so much smoke in his later writings,
there must have been some fire in his earlier days in
order to start this moral conflagration. He says, "And
what was it that I delighted in, but to love and be
loved? ""^S
His studies at Madaura, and the environment in
which he lived, had filled his mind with the desires of
the flesh, and now in this year of idleness, he gives
rein to those desires and experiences in reality what
he had already experienced mentally.
He holds it against his parents and friends
that they did not save him from his downfall by arrang-
ing a marriage for him. They felt that marriage would
be a hindrance to his career. "Their only care", he
said, ""'fas that I should learn to speak excellently,
and be a persuasive orator. ""^"^
He recalls that his mother, realizing the temp-
tations of a passionate youth with a great deal of time
on his hands, tried to restrain him from v/rongdoing,
72 - Bertrand, Louis, St. Augustin
,
p, 63.
73 - Confessions, Book II - II, 2.
74 - Ibid, p. 3.
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but he thought that her advice was "womanish", so he
failed to heed it. He recalls many of his escapades
during this period more or less blaming them on the
influence of his companions. He says, "Yet alone I
had not done it." He was always v;-illing to do what
the crowd suggested. When they said, "Let's go,
let's do it", he was ashamed not to be shameless ."^^
This year of unrestrained license can be
chalked up to a large extent to the content of his
education at Madaura. The books that he read, the
plays that he saw, the environment in which he found
himself, all prepared him for this year of degradation.
75 - Confessions, Book II - VIII, 16,17
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CHAPTER III .
SCHOOL DAYS IN CARTHAGE
c
CHAPTER III .
SCHOOL DAYS IN CARTHAGE
A. CARTHAGE, THE "ENCHANTED CITY "
Augustine says, "l went to Carthage, where
shameful loves bubbled round me like boiling oil.""^^
This comment characterizes his life in the "enchanted
city" . He was throv.Ti into a veritable whirlpool of
life in Carthage, the third city of the Empire. Though
he looks back with disgust upon his life there, one
cannot fail to see the admiration that he had for the
city.
We have reason to believe that he may have
lived with his patron, Homanianus, at least during the
early part of his residence in Carthage, but it is
doubtful whether Romanianus, with his ov/n pleasures
and business, attempted to guide this "small tovm" boy
out of the paths of temptation. It is more likely that
Augustine was his ovm master, determining his om^n ac-
tions without the counsel or guidance of one wiser than
himself.
Knowing the sacrifices that had been made in
order that he might be sent to Carthage, Augustine pro-
bably came v/ith every intention of increasing his knowl-
76 - Confessions, Book III, 1.
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edge and gaining renown, but he also desired love and
the emotions of sentiment.
"The love prelude was deliciously pro-
longed for him. He v/as so overwhelmed
by it, that it is the first thing that
he thinks of when he relates his years
at Carthage. 'To love and be loved'
seems to him, as to his dear Alexandrine
poets, the single object of life. Yet
he was not in love, 'but he loved the
idea of love. ^''^^
With this desire for love and his over-devel-
oped sensibility, Augustine was a prey for Carthage.
With its charm and beauty, with its seducements to the
mind and senses, it enchained him.
The new city of Carthage, with its well laid
out streets, its great architectural triumphs, its
over-elaborate decorations was a picture of Roman
grandeur that must have astonished the young Augustine.
It had a population almost as large as that of Rome,
and it spread out over the v/hole peninsula.
"The two harbors were again lit up with
color and echoed v/ith the life of mer-
chant galleys and Roman Triremes. The
Byrsa was again crowned with a great
temple of Aesculapius. The forum rang
with the jokes of idlers and the sv/ift
rush of chariots; the 'street of bankers'
was a sight of the world in its glory of
marble and gold; the 'esplanade' drew
crowds of wondering rustics to its fam-
ous mosaics. ""^S
The temples to Saturn, Astarte, the "celestial virgin"
and Aesculapius had been rebuilt and Augustine might
77 - Bertrand, Louis, St. Augustin
,
p. 75.
78 - Mc Cabe, Joseph, St. Augustine and his Age
,
p. 28
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see the pernicious practices of their follov/ers at any
time. Then there were the games, gladiatorial combats,
and the performances at the theatres. Augustine never
seems to have been attracted by the former, but he T/as
often present at the theatres.
The theatres served many purposes. It v/as
in them that the rhetoricians delivered their discourses
during oratorical contests. Augustine may have gone to
hear them, but it is more probable that he went there
for other purposes. He says, "Stage plays also carried
me away full of images of my miseries, and of fuel to
my fire. "79 The drama bad declined in popularity at
this time, so the stage was used for an exhibition of
course buffoonery. Conjurers and acrobats performed,
but the chief attractions were the "ribaldry of the
mime and the frequently obscene performance of the
pantomine.'' Vulgar jokes and caricatures were the rule.
In the pantomines, adventures from the poets and popu-
lar mythology were acted out.
It was a morbid and vicious atmosphere into
which Augustine was plunged, "full of People, and yet
more full of infamy." It was here that "he defiled the
spring of friendship with the filth of concupiscence, and
beclouded its brightness ¥;ith the hell of lustfulness . "^^
79 - Confessions, Book III - II, 2.
80 - Ibid., Book III - I, 1.
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During this period he took unto himself a mistress,
the mother of his "beloved son, Adeodatus
.
This colorful, sensuous, sensual city en-
meshed in its toils the young Augustine and yet he
gained something from his association with its cos-
mopolitan residents and his knowledge of its various
systems of religion.
"He acquired the habit of seeing big, and
began to cast off race prejudices and all
the petty narrov/ness of a local spirit.
When he became a Christian, he did not
close himself up, like the Donatists,
within the African Church. His dream
was that Christ's Empire upon earth
should equal the Empire of the Caesars. "81
81 - Bertrand, St. Augustin
,
p. 85.

B. THE RHETORICAL SCHOOL
However strong the attractions of Carthage
were, Augustine realized that he had been sent there
for the purpose of study. He kept at the head of
his classes, even though what we might facetiously
term his "extra-curricular activities" were many and
time-taking
.
1 . Origin and Purpose of the Rhetorical Schools
The rhetorical school was a professional type
of school, designed to train youths in rhetoric and ora-
tory so that they might enter law or public offices.
These schools evolved directly from the Greek oratori-
cal schools, and they in turn had evolved from the
earlier schools of the Sophists.
2. Support of the Rhetorical Schools
The rhetorical schools were flourishing
throughout the provinces in the fourth century, despite
the fact that in 95 A.D. Domitian issued a similar edict
to the one of 161 B.C., v/hich banished philosophers and
rhetoricians from Rome. They were a dominating factor
in the ettucational system, representing a sort of colleg-
iate education for the period. The later Emperors en-
couraged these schools by providing governmental aid.

85.
In 333 A.D., Constantine granted the rhetors along with
physicians, many privileges. They were "immune from
all payment of taxes and from all civil or public
duties" and it was "commanded that their salaries and
fees be paid."^^ Gratian fixed the salaries of rhetors
at t¥;enty-four annonae. Many of them had large classes,
so their fees made it possible for them to live very
comfortably. Ausonius speaks of one or two thousand
that were trained by Minervius,
"A liberal education v/as not only a social
necessity, a badge of rank; it was also
for the ambitious youth, the surest pass-
port to a place in the imperial service.
The profession of arms and the pursuits
of commerce were alike practically closed
to Romans of the upper and middle ranks
.
The heir to a great estate was required,
by the opinion of his class, to qualify
himself for his position by acquiring that
culture which had distinguished his ances-
tors for generations, and which marked off
the Koman noble from the barbarian chief;
the youth of humbler fortune might hope by
means of his education to find a place in
that great army of functional?ies v/ho sur-
rounded the Emperor and the great provin-
cial governors, A popular and successful
teacher had therefor probably large classes,
and his ordinary fees were swelled by pre-
sents from some of his vrealthier pupils.
A rhetor was often a rich man, living in
the best society, and married to an heiress
of some wealthy family, "83
Thus we see that the aim of the imperial legislation in
the several edicts that were passed, was to leave the
82 - Cubberley, E.P,, Readings in the History of Educa -
tion
,
p. 39.
83 - Dill, Samuel, Roman Society in the Last Century of
the Western Empire
,
p. 5'36~.

rhetor free and unimpeded in his studies. Endowments
from private benefactions and from the municipalities
in Y/hich the schools were located, added to their suppo
so that the rhetoricians had a much easier time financi
ally and a better social position, than did the masters
of the elementary schools.
3 . Content of the Rhetorical School Curriculum
The famous seven liberal arts of the Middle
Ages were included in the curriculum of the rhetorical
schools. Grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, and law were
the chief studies, but arithmetic, geometry, astronomy
and m,usic also had their place. The pupils supple-
mented their grammar school linguistic training with
more advanced work in grammar in the rhetorical schools.
Khetoric and dialectic v/ere studied that the pupils
might become orators
.
Oratory had been the aim of
Roman education for hundreds of years, and though it
was of less practical value in the fourth century than
it had been in the time of Cicero or Quintilian, it
still retained its popularity, Cicero comments on the
desire of every Roman youth to become an orator in his
age. He said:
"Our countrymen were inflamed with an in-
credible passion for eloquence. The
magnitude, the variety, the multitude of
all kinds of causes, excited them to such
a degree, that to that learning which each
9t
had acquired by his individual study, fre-
quent practice, which was superior to the
precepts of all masters, was at once added. "^4
Cicero continues his comments by telling us
how much information and education is necessary for the
art of eloquence or oratory.
"a knowledge of a vast number of things is
necessary, v/ithout which volubility of words
is empty and ridiculous; speech itself is
to be formed, not merely by choice, but by
careful construction of words; and from all
the emotions of the mind, which nature has
given to man, must be intimately knovm; for
all the force and art of speaking must be
employed in allaying or exciting the feel-
ings of those who listen. To this must be
added a certain portion of wit and grace,
learning worthy of a well-bred man, and
auickness and brevity in replying as well
as attacking, accompanied with a refined
decorum and urbanity. Besides, the whole
of antiquity and a multitude of examples is
to be kept in the memory; nor is the knowl-
edge of layrs in general, or of the civil law
in particular, to be neglected. "^^
Quintilian requires that the orator be a good man and
that he have "not only consummate ability in speaking,
but every excellence of mind,"^^ His definition of an
orator suggests the importance of rhetorical training
in his thought.
"The man who can duly sustain his character
as a citizen, who is qualified for the man-
agement of public and private affairs, and
who can govern communities by his counsel,
settle them by means of law, and imprpve them
by means of judicial enactments, can certainly
be nothing else but an orator. "87
84
85
- Cubberley, E.P., Readings in the History of Education ,
p. 37.^
- Ibid, o. 38. 85 - Ibid. 87 - Ibid.
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Oratory did not hold as important a position in the
fourth century, as it had held, but it was built on
this same structure and required much the same type of
training, though the emphasis was heavier on mere form
and volubility.
Dialectic was an important study for the
budding orator. It taught hin to reason and in pre-
paring his defense for a case, this v/as absolutely
necessary. This training in logic aided him in de-
decting fallacies in his reasoning. The rhetors pro-
ceeded to teach on the basis that man is a rational
being and that speech is the means of communication
between the reason of one man and that of another, so
the development of speech vms considered the most ne-
cessar;^,'- thing in the development of one's life. Rea-
son represented the content, and speech the form; rea-
son, the ideal, and speech, the actual. Thought was
considered private, and speech, public. Thought with-
out speech might as well not exist, as it is only through
speech that thought becomes active, persuasive, or real.
With that as a basis, we can understand the decided empha-
sis placed upon the training of the pupils so that they
might speak effectively. It became necessary for the
orator to be a regular encyclopedia because he was sup-
posed to be able to speak clearly and copiously upon
any subject from memory.

Music was studied in order that the pupil
might train and better control his voice. It was also
supposed to aid him in his use of gestures and theatri-
cal effects. Geometry v/as studied in order to aid
the pupils in defending lawsuits that related to land.
Astronomy helped them in understanding the movements
of the planets and the many references that the an-
cient writers had made to them.
Thus we see that all the subjects of the
Trivium and Quadrivium were included in the curricu-
lum, of the rhetorical schools. The material used was
as in the grammar school, the v/ritings of the ancients,
yet the training was professional, rather than cul-
tural as in the grammar school. Virgil, Horace, Homer
and Menander, Cicero and Aristotle, were some of the
authors that were read. Yet it was not narrow, for
the rhetorical schools, besides a knowledge of the
technique of oratory, furnished a linguistic, liter-
ary, and. scientific education of broad scope, as well
as some training in philosophy. The functions per-
formed today by the pulpit, the press, the rostrum, the
bar, the legislative debate, even by the university,
were in those times all performed by the orator, so it
was necessary for him to have a wide knov/ledge, if not
a thorough one.

4. Method of the Rhetorical School
Because of the legal and forensic training
which these schools afforded, a great deal of time
was given to debating and the declamation of ethical
and political material, in which the fine points of
Roman law and ethics were brought out. Many of these
problems were fictitious in character, and the rhetors
were often ingenious in inventing cases where legal
or moral principles v;ould come in conflict. This
practice work was accompanied by lectures from the
rhetor. The pupils entered the school at about the
age of sixteen. They remained, there usually two or
three years, the time depending largely upon their
interest and. ability. As they progressed in the
school, their v/ork became more difficult and advanced.
They were given practice in three types of speeches:
deliberative, v/hich considered that ought to be done
under given circumstances; judicial, in which the pupil
assumed the role of an advocate for the plaintiff or
defendant; and panegyric, in praise or censure of some
one. Attention was given to all the various factors
which made for a successful oration: the content; ar-
rangement into introduction, statement, argument, amp-
lification and rebuttal; the style; accuracy in memor-
izing; and dignified and graceful delivery.

The stock themes for debates are frequently mentioned
in the writings of the satirists. Among them v/ere
these:
"
'Was Hannibal justified in his delay
before the v/alls of Rome? '
'Was a slave about whose neck a master
had hung the leather of golden token
in order to smuggle him past the bound-
ary, freed when he reached Roman soil
wearing this insignia of freedom?
'
'If a stranger buys a prospective draught
of fishes and the fisherman drav/s up a
casket of jewels, does the stranger
or.Ti the jewels? '"88
5. Criticism, of the Hhetorical School
By the fourth century, form rather than con-
tent was the end and aim of education. Grammatical con-
struction, choice of words, st^T-le, and imitation of the
apt phrases and allusions of the poets and philosophers
v/ere praised ratht^r than worthwhile thought. Such pe-
dantic learning was the forerunner of the dearth of
education during the Dark Ages. Boyd says of it:
"Education lacked the deep seriousness thao
would have ensured permanence. Its choic-
est product was the mere verbiage of rhetor-
ical display, based on the ornate and artifi-
cial mosels of Asiatic oratory which had ousted
the severer oratory of the great days of Athens.
Not the scholar or the philosopher, but the
rhetorician or sophist was the hero of both
schools and public in all parts of the vrorld
.
88 - Monroe, Paul, TextBook in the History of Education
,
p. 202.

Little wonder that in such an atmosphere
neither literature nor philosophy, nor any
solid intellectual concern could flourish.
An educational system v;ith verbal elo-
quence as its brightest ideal was condemned
to decay and death by its remoteness from
the realities of life and by its ov/n inner
barrenness , "89
Education had become artificial and academic in char-
acter and was cultivated as a fine art because it
gave its possessors a certain social distinction.
89 - Boyd, William, History of Western Education
, p. 85.
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C. AUGUSTINE'S REACTION TO THE RHETORICAL SCHOOL
Augustine comments freely on the sensual
life that he led v/hile in Carthage. He probably paints
the picture darker than it really was. In a letter that
he received from Bishop Vincentius in his later life,
we have testimony that he was considered an ardent
student of literature and a man of quiet and honor-
able demeanor by the world. Of course he himself
knew better than the vrorld what his life was. At any
rate he shows that these "loves" of his v/ere too fierce
and impetuous to hold him forever. They burned them-
selves out. His sense of beauty checked his descent
into the wallow of passion and the bohemianism in
which his friends revelled. The fact that he re-
mained faithful to his mistress for fourteen years
evidences at least a certain moderation.
He had common sense enough to realize that
if he v/as to carry out the career that he had planned
for himself, it was necessary for him to be at least
outwardly decorous. He tells us that in the midst
of his most disreputable performances, he still
wanted to be knovm for his courteous manners and
his wit.
His companions, the "Wreckers" or the " sub-
vert ers" had an evil influence upon him, though he
f
tells us that he never wanted to join in their esca-
pades. He was alv/ays far quieter than they, and
though he delighted in their friendship, he abhorred
their doings. Yet he hated not being as wicked as
they, so he drove himself to lying in order that he
might make himself their peer in vice. He wanted to
be a leader in everything that he did.
He tell-s of other friendships that would
naturally turn him from the rowdy "Wreckers". He
was as much in love with friendship as he was with love,
and he remained a devoted and faithful friend until his
death. He made friendships here in Carthage that
were never to be broken, Alypius, who follov/ed him
from Thagaste to Carthage and was to follov.r him to
Milan, Nebridius, and Honoratus, and an unnamed man
v.^hose death he sorely mourned, were numbered among his
good friends. They were together constantly, going to
the theaters, where Augustine was able to satisfy his
desire for tender emotions and romantic adventures,
and strolling about the city, discussing and commenting
on what they had read and the lectures that they heard.
Of these associations which were "sweet to
him above all sv/eetness", he v/rites:
"To talk and jest together, to do kind off-
ices by turns, to read together honied
books; to play the fool or be earnest to-
gether; to dissent at times without discon-
r
tent, as a man might with his own self;
and even with the seldoraness of these dis-
sentings, to season our more freouent con-
sentings; sometimes to teach and sometimes
,
to learn; long for the absent with impati-
ence; and v;-elcome the coming v/ith joy
were so much fuel to melt our souls to-
gether. "90
Augustine always enjoyed being a leader, in
classes as well as among his friends, and he does not
hesitate to tell us that he was distinguished for an
excellent memory and unusual penetration. He says,
"How I was chief in the rhetoric school, v;hereat I
joyed proudly, and Iswelled with arrogancy . "91 "l
desired to be eminent, out of a damnable and vain glor-
ious end, a joy in human vanity. "^^ In spite of his
pride, we must commend him for leading his classes
and being a talented student.
He criticizes the rhetorical schools for the
stress that they placed on style rather than matter,
just as he did the grammar schools. He says that
the studies which were commended were those that "had
a view to excelling in the courts of litigation; the
more bepraised, the craftier. "93 g-^t at the time, he
enjoyed and saw no fault in this procedure. The grad-
uates of these schools used to boast that they could
90 - Marlatt, Earl B., Protestant Sainte , d. 14.
91 - Confessions, Book III - III, 6.
92 - Ibid, IV, 7.
93 - Ibid, III, 6.
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speak with equal effectiveness on either side of any
question. The art came to depend entirely upon the
use of a large vocabulary, an imitation of the style
and phraseology of ancient writers, and the extravagant
use of gestures.
He speaks of learning books of eloquence
and mentions specifically Cicero's Hortenslus, In
commenting upon the effect that the reading of this
book had upon his life, he speaks as though it were the
unusual thing that the works of Cicero or any of the
old masters be read for their content. He says that
he read it not as he usually did to "sharpen his tongue"
nor to "infuse into him its style".
In commenting upon his reaction to the read-
ing of the Scriptures, he says that they seemed to
him "unworthy to be compared to the stateliness of
Tully". They were not difficult enough for him, nor
expressed in involved enough phrases and sentences. In
their simplicity he failed to find the rhetorical graces
which he had been taught to admire above everything, so
he cast them aside as umn^orthy of his attention. His
"swelling pride shrunk from their lowliness." He v/as
in that sophomoric stage where he doted upon appeals to
reason, logic, and the like and could not appreciate the
beauty and truth that lie in simplicity. He failed to
approach the Scriptures in h-umility and so they were as
r
a closed door to him.
He was interested in the study of philosophy,
the search for truth. At that time, the philosophy
that was given in the rhetorical schools, was of a
rather sketchy nature. It was not a part of the
ordinary course. If a pupil showed aptitude for the
subject, his teachers might suggest books for his read-
ing, and if he had a tutor, he might read with the
pupil and attempt to explain the difficult passages.
In Augustine's reading, he fell upon Aristotle's
"Categories", and he was very proud of the fact that
he could read and understand them without the assistance
of his masters or tutor. His interest in philosophy,
in searching for the Truth, was responsible for his em-
bracing the faith of the Manichees who promised to dis-
cover Truth for him. He remained interested in this
sect for nine years, but his training in dialectics
helped him in discovering the fallacies in the religion
of the Manichees and was responsiblt; for his turning
away from- it. This interest in philosophy was also
responsible for his reading the works of Neo-Platonism
which were to pave the way for his conversion.
He was considerably interested in mathematics
also, which at that time v/as closely connected with as-
trology and divination. He scorns it bitterly in his
later life, probably because it had such a hold on him
c
in his early days. He sajs, "I consulted them without
scruple; because they seemed to use no sacrifice nor
to pray to any spirit for their divinations."^"^
He frequently wrote poems and delivered
rhetorical discourses for contests in the theaters.
He once gained the crovrn in the theater for a prize
oration and he v/on the affection and patronage of the
proconsul Vindicianus.
"Augustine came to represent the flov/er of
ancient learning, culture, and personality.
'His charming manners r.ade him a welcome
guest in the homes of the ultra-rich.
'
His mind, he himself said piously but
pointedly, 'vras phenomenal '. "95
94 - Confessions, Book IV - XIII, 4.
95 -
(I
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D. THE EFFECT OP AUGUSTINE'S TRAINING IN THE RHETORICAL
SCHOOLS UPON HIS CHRISTIAN LIFE
Augustine's conversion did not come as a
sudden flash, but rather as a gradual awakening. These
studies of his at the rhetorical schools pointed to-
ward this awakening. They were a part of the prepar-
ation for it. He says that his reading "Hortensius"
changed the whole tenor of his life, gave him a new
ideal to follow. Vife know little about this work ex-
cept that it was an exhortation to the study of philos-
ophy. It probably came to Augustine at the psychological
TtToraent. He had been trying out sin in all its phases and
he was ready for something else. The investigation of
sin frequently precedes its abandonment. The reading
of this work v;as the first step of his long journey.
He says of it, "This book altered my affections, and
turned my prayers to Thyself, Lord; and made m.e have
other purposes and desires. "^^ It sent him out on his
search for Truth.
He probably attended Church occasionally while
in Carthage, and with this new desire in his heart, he
turned to the Scriptures which he v;as told were the
source of Truth. He did not find v;hat he wanted there.
Perhaps he read one of the poorly translated copies of
96 -
I(
the Scriptures, and with his pride in his ovm type of
learning, he could not appreciate it. He expected to
find a clearly defined path ahead of him. He wanted
something that would bring harmony into his thoughts
and the story of Christ only widened the gulf between
his idea of God and his experience of life. He turned
from the Scriptures perhaps in perplexity as much as
in pride.
He was ready then for the promises of the
Manichees. They used the name of Jesus, but to them
it v/as just a name. Their constant cry was, "Truth!",
and. to Augustine, who so passionately yearned for that
goal, it v/as a welcome cry. The Manichees professed
to live pure and holy lives, and they appealed at the
same time to his natural pride of intellect. For nine
years it exercised a great influence over his mind and
even to some extent after his abandonment of it, yet
it never satisfied him. He was ever restless and seek-
ing something better.
This restlessness led him on to Rome and Milan.
His training here at Carthage made it possible for him
to earn his living as a rhetoric teacher. While in
Milan as a teacher, he came in contact with Ambrose,
so indirectly his education was a most important factor
in his conversion, for it was Ambrose v;ho led him out
on the last lap of his journey, and Augustine would
r(
never have known him, if he had. not gone to Kilan to
teach rhetoric.
"His 'high road' had milestones: Monnica,
Ambrose, Victorinus, Simplicianus , Ponti-
tianus, God in the voice of a child and.
the writings of a man, who like and unlike
himself, had traveled the road to Damas-
c-us."9V
Augustine was converted intellectually as
well as emotionally. His heart was given to God
first, and then he had to square new beliefs v/ith
his old ideas. His study of Neo-Platonism carries
over for some time after his conversion as his early
writings, "On a Happy Life", "On Order", "Against the
Academies", show. According to Schaff, these early
writings present the different stages of human thought
through which Augustine passed in his search for Truth.
It took him sometime to make the transition from Neo-
Platonism to Christian theology. His study of Neo-
Platonism began with Victorinus' translations. Plato's
works gave him what he v-ranted. They offered a philos-
ophy which saw good rather than evil in nature, and
found God in personality. Augustine fairly revelled
in its idealism. Y/hen he found out through Simplici-
anus that Victorinus had em.braced the Christian faith,
he was dravm closer and closer to the Church. His in-
97 - Marlatt, Earl B., Protestant Saints
, p. 26.
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terview with Pontitianus in which he was told of the
life of the monk, Antony, hearing the "Tolle, Lege"
of the child and the reading of Romans 13:13-14, com-
pleted the necessary steps in his long journey.
Thus we see that his training in the rhetor-
ical schools had direct and indirect effects upon his
Christian life. He derides it and yet it v/as a pov/er-
ful factor in his life. At one time in his Christian
life, he might m^ell have chosen the words of Paulinus
and said,
"Why "bid the Muses whom I have disowned
,
return to claim my devotion? Hearts
vowed to Christ have no vrelcorae for the
goddesses of song; they are barred to
Apollo. Time was when I could join with
thee in summoning the deaf Phoebus from
his cave at Delphi. Now another force,
a mightier God subdues my soul. He forbids
me give up my time to the vanities of leis-
ure or business, and the literature of fab-
le, that I may obey his laws and see his
light, which is darkened by the cunning
skill of the sophist, and the figments of
the poet who fills the soul with vanity
and falsehood and only trains the tongue. "98
Yet, Augustine insists again and again on the
value of a graimnatical and rhetorical training for the
Christian teacher. "The art of rhetoric", he says,
"Being available for the enforcing either
of truth or falsehood, who will dare to say
that truth in the person of its defenders
is to take its stand unarmed against false-
hood? For example, that those who are try-
98 - Boyd, William, Histor^r of Western Education
,
p. 94.
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ing to persuade men of what is false are
to know how to introduce their subject so
as to put their hearers into a friendly or
attentive or teachable frame of mind, vrhile
the defendants of the truth are to be ig-
norant of that art? Who is such a fool as
to think this wise?"99
"if those who are called philosophers, and
especially the Platonists have said ought
that is true and in harmony with our faith,
v/e are not only not to shrink from it, but
to claim it for our own use, from those who
have unlawful possession of it. I. any have
followed the example of Israel - 'borrowed
from Egypt.' "100
Thus he feels that it is only reasonable that the
Christian clergy should make such use of suitable pagan
learning as will aid their cause. He naturally finds
it necessary to make some modification of the learning
process. He would have the clergy derive their content
from the Scriptures and the v/ritings of the Christian
Fathers, rather than from the pagan authors. His ovm
sorry experience made that an imperative change. He
felt that the Christians could make use of the train-
ing in oratory for their purposes as well as the pagans
had for theirs. He also advocated the making of com,-
pendiums of all kinds of knowledge, a sort of encyclo-
pedia. Tv/elve years after he had studied the arts him-
self, he was making such compendiums. His study of the
arts and the effect that it had upon him, have influenced
the studies instituted by the Western Church and still
followed to a great extent today.
99 - Boyd, William, History of 7/estern Education
,
p. 95.
(De Doctrina Christiana, Book IV-III,2.)
100 - Ibid.
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SUMMARY
Our purpose in this thesis has been to survey
the type of education that Aurelius Augustinus received
and to attempt to analyze the effect that it had upon
his Christian life. Because of the tremendous influ-
ence which historical authorities attribute to the
life and writings of Augustine, v/e have felt that it
was inueresting and profitable to study the type of
education which helped to mold the thought of this man.
We have briefly surveyed the conditions of
the age in which he lived, that of the closing centur-
ies of the Romian Empire, in order that we might better
orient Augustine in our thinking. We found that he
lived in an environment that was vicious and not cal-
culated to raise the moral or spiritual tone of its
inhabitants, and that the influence of the then small
Christian Church and his Christian mother v^^ere not
sufficiently strong to keep Augustine in the straight
and narrow path.
We have found that his education follov/ed
the Hellenized Roman type. His first six years were
spent under the tutelage of his parents. Then he at-
tended the elementary school at ihagaste vsfhere he v/as
taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and the rudiments
of Greek and Latin grammar. His love of play made him
the recipient of many punishments which he heartily de-
r
tested, yet he made such an excellent record that he
was sent to the secondary school at the neighboring
city of Madaura.
Here he began, his cultural studies, using as
'texts the works of the old Greek and Roman v/riters.
His instruction was based on the studies of grammar
and literature with all their many ramifications. Here
vre begin to see the effect of the sensual content of
the things that he read upon his thinking and his ac-
tivities. There followed a year of idleness in which
his moral degeneration v/as rapidly progressing.
In Carthage he attended the rhetorical schools
where he studied the Trivium and Quadrivium of olden
times, with special emphasis upon dialectic and oratory.
It was here that he developed his love of philosophy,
which was to lead him slowly but eventually to his con-
version, yet it v;as also in Carthage that he went to
his greatest excesses as far as moral offenses were
concerned.
The study shows us that though vie are decid-
edly influenced by personalities, as is witnessed by
the effect that Monnica, Ambrose, Sinplicianus , Victor-
inus, Pontitianus, Antony, and Paul had in Augustine's
life, we are sv/ayed even more by the content of what
we study. Augustine rem.embers no particular teachers
in his early days, -or at least they had not made suffici-
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ent Impact upon his mind to make him record their in-
fluence, he does decidedly remember and can trace the
influence of the xvorks that he studied.
It is evident that his education played a
considerable part in the conversion and consequent
Christian life of Augustine, It made necessary his
intellectual as well as his emotional conversion.
His early education made it possible for
him to read and study philosophy, the Scriptures, and
ecclesiastical writings, and his later education made
it possible for him to reason concerning them and fi-
nally to understand them. It was necessary for him
at that time to have a thorough knov;ledge of Greek
and Latin as all of the great v/orks of literature,
both Christian and pagan, were written in those
languages, and he received that in his education.
As Huxley suggests, it takes all there is
of a man to be a Christian. It took all there was of
Augustine, his intellect as well as his emotions, so
all that he had learned in this his formal education,
had its part in producing bt, Augustine, the Christian,
who was to lead the Vi/estern Church for centuries.
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